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ABSTRACT

Drought conditions can have severe consequences for those enterprises that

depend upon the availability of water. The oper.ation ofa water dependent system must,

therefore, take into consideration the fact that these adverse conditions will cer.tainly occur

in the future. One method of dlought design is to use the dr.ought of record as a design

cliterion, as is done at Manitoba Hydr.o. A more theoretical approach would be to

investigate the drought chalacteristics of the region in question. This, howevel, poses

some diffrculty since historic records are typically too short to adequately characterize

droughts.

This study uses synthetically generated data to investigate droughts in the

Manitoba portion of the Nelson River basin. Droughts are censored from the historic and

synthetic records using a theory of runs analysis which classifies droughts by their length,

severity and magnitude. Exceedence probabilities and ¡eturn periods are assigned to the

events by applying the Weibull plotting position formula to the severity data. power

generation during drought periods is also studied.

The results of the analysis show that the historic record does not provide a good

representation of drought events in the study area. The historic data ptoduces a rctum

period of79 years for the drought of record while the synthetic data gives a retum period

of 38i years. Using historic data alone produces retum period estimates that are very

conservative. Relationships between drought parameters and power generation levels

showed a high degree of variability.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

I.1 BACKGROUND

The need to plan and design for exbeme events is a problem that arises in every

field of engineeling. In the water resources field the high and low flow extremes are of

particular interest. The high flow events, or floods, have been studied quite extensively

through the yeals. These events have been investigated in more detail and are thus better

understood than low flow conditions, or droughts. This is likely a result of the fact that

floods have a much greater potential for causing severe personal damage to the general

public, as evidenced by the floods of i993 in the united states. Droughts on the other

hand do not have a great effect on the general public until the lack of water becomes

fairly severe. Less severe events impact on areas such as agriculture, water supply and

hydro-power generation and this only indirectly affects much of the population. For the

water users, however, these events can be critical since they may lead to the failure of the

system to meet the demands placed upon it. In the case of a hydro-power utility a severe

drought may lead to a significant decrease in the amount of power that can be generated

and the reduced capacity may be less than the level of public demand.

The difficulty that a hydro-power utility faces when designing for drought

conditions is in selecting the level of drought severity to design for. obviously it is not

possible to design for all conditions which means the utility must choose a specific design

level and accept a certain amount of risk ttrat the system will fail at some time.



Designing for an unreasonably severe event would mean the system has a low risk of

failure but also leads to excessive construction costs. Designing for a very mild event

would reduce the construction costs but would lead to frequent system failure which

might incur certain costs in the form of penalties. The design drought lies somewhere

between these extremes. one common method of design uses the drought of record as

the critical event, where this drought is simply the worst event recorded in the available

historic data. while this event is not likely to lead to a severely under-designed system,

it does not make any guarantees as to what level of reliability the system is at. It may

be above o¡ below the desired reliability of the system. This selection method is not truly

based on the statistical properties of the drought events. compare this to the design for

flood events where a dam or levee is constructed to handle floods of specified retum

periods. This difference occurs because the statistics of flood events are better understood

than those of drought events.

Alttrough droughts may appear to be mirror images of floods on an annual flow

hydrograph, they are not investigated in the same fashion. The primary reason for this

is that the minimum annual flow is typically not a very useful number, unlike the

maximum annual flow which can be used to estimate such things as flood stage and

potential flood damages. In the case of a drought the duration of the event and the total

water shortage during that period are of far greater importance than the lowest flow

recorded. The minimum flow recorded during a drought does not necessarily provide any

indication as to the length or water deficit of the event. The duration and water shortfall

have significant implications on the management of reseryoirs in order to compensate for



the lack of inflow.

since the duration and water deficit are important, it is then necessary to determine

when a drought period begins and ends. The typical method for defining drought periods

is through the application of the theory of runs in the manner first proposed by yevjevich

in 1967 (Dracup et a1.,1980; Yevjevích,1967). This method says that a drought starts

when the flow drops below a specified level, or tn¡ncation value, and does not end until

the flow rises above a certain truncation value. A continuous series, or run, of flows that

fall below specified truncation limits constitutes a single drought event. This definition

leads to the development of three drought parameters which are drought length, severity

and magnitude. Drought length is the number of consecutive time periods in which flows

are below the truncation value. severity is the cumulative water deficit through the entire

event and magnitude is the mean severity of the drought. These three parameters may

be easily obtained from the historic record once truncation values are chosen but the

statistical information obtained is often not sufficient for a good understanding of drought

events.

The lack of long historic records is the main reason that a good understanding of

drought events is hard to obtain. Historic flow records in many areas are frequently 30

years in length or even shorteÌ. In a 30 year record it is easy to obtain 30 independent

annual maximum flows which may be assumed to be point events. This is not fhe case

wilh drought occurences. Droughts camot be considered as point events since they can

last for significant time periods, up to 5 or even l0 years in duration. Also, the impacts

of drought events are not necessarily independent. Two mild droughts occuning in close



succession can have a greater impact than a single event which is more severe than the

two mild droughts individually. Short historic records also tend to weight the statistical

distribution of dlought events towards less severe clroughts because there is simply not

enough time available in the record for many severe droughts to be represented. For

example, in a single year there could be 6 one month droughts occuffing wher.eas a 30

year record could at most rccord 5 different 5 yeaf dfoughts. It is more likely that only

one or two very sevele droughts will be recorded.

The problems associated with investigating short records for dlought conditions

can be overrome through the use of synthetically generated flow data. synthetically

generated flows are based on the statistics of the entire hìstoric flow record at a site. The

statistics of the historic flow data appear to be more dependable than drought statistics

simply because the number of available data points is so much larger. Sets of generated

flow data are considered to be flow realizations that have an equal probability of

occurrence as the actual historic record. These synthetic records are then investigated for

drought conditions so that a better undersranding of drought statistics may be obtained.

one advantage of modelling the entire flow regime is that no a-priori assumptions are

made with regard to the nature of drought events. This thesis proposes to investigate

drought conditions in the Nelson River basin through the use of synthetically generated

data, focusing specifically on the Manitoba portion of the basin.



1.2 SCOPE OF STUDY

The progression of tasks involved in the analysis ofdroughts for the Nelson River

basin is reflected in the organization of the chapters in this thesis. chapter 2 provides a

review of some of the literature available regarding the study of droughts. It considers

the definition of droughts, different areas of drought study and the analysis of streamflow

drought. chapter 3 looks at the selection of a flow modelling tool and describes the

sPIGor program which was ultimately selected fol the task of modelling the Nelson

River basin. This basin is then described in detail in chapter 4. These three chapters

provide information that is important for the complete understanding of the analysis that

is presented in Chapters 5 through 7.

chapter 5 presents in detait the procedure of choosing a model framework that

will be used to generate synthetic flows for the multi-basin, multi-site system under

investigation. choosing the right framework is quite involved and is a crucial part of the

entire analysis. The model framework chosen is then used to generate 1000 sets of g0

year records for each flow location in the basin. chapter 6 describes how the theory of

runs is applied to these sets of data. This study also considers power generation levels

during drought events and the procedures for estimating generation levels are described

in chapter 6. The results of applying the procedures given in chapter 6 are detailed in

chapter 7. Finally, chapter 8 draws conclusions based on the analysis and results that

have been presented.



CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2,T DEFIMNG THE CONCEPT OF DROUGHT

While everyone understands that a drought is a period of water shortage,

individual perceptions and interpretations of drought vary depending on how each person

is affected. one dictionary defines a drought as 'an extended peliod of dry weather. esp

one injurious to crops.' (steinmetT and Braham, 1993). This definition shows how a large

percentage of people perceive droughts, that is, they see it as a period which adversely

affects the agricultural sector. In countries like canada and the u.S., where a large part

of the economy is based on agriculture, this interpretation is understandable. water

shortages, however, cm also impede such activities as supplying potable water, generating

hydro-power and maintaining navigable waters to name but a few. These varied effects

result in many different definitions of drought, definitions which do not accurately define

the specific meaning of drought for each water user. ln one study it is suggested that

'The confusion is due to the intrinsic nature of droughts, which exist only because the

effects they produce exist,..' (Bruvar antl Kawas, l99la).

The dictionary definition of drought provided above gives a reasonable,

generalized explanation of drought. A more complete general description is provided by

Dr. E.F. Roots who defines a drought as 'unusual', ,transient' and ,undesirable' (Bauer,

1988). Droughts are unusual because they are periods ofdeviation away from what might

be expected to occur on average. Note that this does not inply that such deviations are



unexpected. Assuming a drought to be transient means that one expects the drought to

be terminated at some time after it's inception. Not assuming transience of such an event

implies the assumption that a significant climatic shift has occuffed. Droughts are

undesirable because they adversely affect those enterprises which depend on the

availability of water. For example, low water availability can result in significant

monetary losses fol the agricultural sector.

Dracup et al. (1980) provide a general description which is more meaningful to

the scientist than the dictionary definition and which is shorter than Dr. Root,s definition.

The authors suggest that a drought is '...a water shortage with refe¡ence to a specified

need for water in a conceptual supply and demand relationship.'. The general description

provided by Dracup et ul. is an excellent one because it easily leads to the development

of specific defhitions required by individual analysts. All one needs to do is specify rhe

paÍicular water source of interest and then relate how the supply of this wate¡ affects the

specific demand for it. It should be intuitively obvious that low precipitation, or "dry

weather," is the driving force behind such drought effects as low streamflow and soil

moisture' Despite this, it is generally agreed that '.., the impacts of drought can be

effectively assessed by also considering other indicato¡s of water availability...' (chøng

and Kleopa, 1991). This means one can easily assess a drought in temls of a particular

water source as is suggested by Dracup et al. (1980).

This study' for example, focuses specifically on streamflows since these values are

directly connected to hydro-power production. The supply and demand relationship for

this study is quite simple. when streamflows decrease, the potential for power generation



decreases. For the purpose of this anatysis a drought is specifically defined as a period

of low streamflow conditions which may compromise the ability to meet the public,s

demand fol power.

2.2 AREAS OF DROUGHT STUDY

Although every analyst may specifically define drought in a different mamer, the

studies themselves ale typically defined as belonging to one of three major classifications.

The three classifications.of drought studies are atmospheric, agr.icultural and hydrologic.

The common bond between each of these classifications is that in each study an attempt

is made to provide a better understanding of drought conditions. These groups differ in

the type of data considered, the palticular impact that is of interest and in spatial

considerations. Analysis conducted under different classifications may consider the same

type of data or spatial impact \¡/hich makes the drought effect considered the prime

differentiating factor. In ttre following pages the three classifications are briefly

discussed, giving an indication of what some of the major considerations are for each.

It should be immediately apparent that adverse atmospheric conditions are the root

cause of all the undesirable drought impacts that are realized in various sectors. A 19gg

report by J. L. Knox and G. Lawford investigates the relationship between atmospheric

'circulation anomalies' and the occunence of dry and wet periods in the canadian prairie

provinces (Bauer, 1988). These anomalies are determined from atmospheric conditions

in the Northem Hemisphere from the 15'N latitude up to the pole, The results of their

analysis '... clearly distinguish the circulations associated with the DRy and wET



regimes...' (Bauer, 1988). This suggests that dry or wet periods may be predicted in

advance based on atmospheric conditions which would allow for mitigation procedures

to be initiated prior to the occunence of these events. A similar study was conducted by

Pandzic and rrninic (1992) ror the Kupa River basin in yugoslavia. using the method

of principal component analysis, these authors show that there is a strong relationship

between anomalous atmospheric conditions and anomalous discharges. Here again the

method developed might be used fol advance waming of undesirable conditions. while

these two studies relate atmospheric conditions to agricultural and hydrologic impacts,

typical atmospheric studies focus on the mechanisms of dlought formation without

considering the impacts on specific water users. An excellent example of such a study

is the analysis by Bravar and Kawas (1991 a, b) which considers '... the chain of factors

that induces and maintains dry conditions at mid-latitudes.' (Bravar and, Kawas, 1991 a).

These authors simulate 300 years of weather patterns for the global region between the

30'N latitude and 50" N. The simulation shows the development of dry and wet periods

in the zone, but focuses on the mechanisms producing droughts. Results from the study

by Bravar and Kawas are of a general interest for the present study and therefore merit

fi¡rthel' consideration.

The present study investigates drought in the Nelson River basin, Figure 2.i,

which lies approximately between the 45' N and 60' N latitudes, ptacing it in and near

the midlatitude zone studied by Bravar and Kavvas. Their simulation showed that

sufface moisture is reduced by high pressure weather systems and is subsequently

teplenished by low pressure systems. sometimes, however, extended periods of high
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pressule occur which leads to severe surface moisture depletion and represents the start

of a drought. when a low pressure system moves in there may not be enough surface

moisture available to raise the atmospheric moisturc levels to a point where precipitation

can occur. In this case, the low pressure system exacerbates the drought rather than

alleviating it and causes the drought to persist. Termination of the drought can only occur

when a low pressure system moves into the area which has sufficient self contained

moisture for precipitation to occur. The study describes this effect as a ,positive feedback

mechanism' whereby a dr.ought feeds off of itself (Bravar and Kavvas, i991 b). The

three peliods of drought occur ovel significantly different time periods. Drought

inception is limited to I month in the study. The period of drought preservation is many

months longer while the time it takes to recover is longer sfill. The preservation and

recovery period can be in excess of 50 times longer than the inception period. It is

important for water resource managers to realize that when drought termination begi¡s

it does not necessarily mean that the drought is over from a management stand point.

As indicated earlier, droughts are most commonly perceived in terms of their

impact on agriculture. Numerous studies have been conducted which investigate drought

with respect to their influence on agriculture. These studies utilize various types of data

in their investigations such as rainfall, soil moisture, atmospheric anomalies, etc. one

common goal in many of these studies is to find useful and reliable methods of

forecasting when droughts are about to occur. This common concem may be seen in the

'Proceerlings of the Prairie Drought workshop' (Bauer, l9B8) which shows that a major

focus of the conference is on drought pre diction. cleavelancl and Duvick (1992) indicate

t1



that com and soybean losses in Iowa during the lggg drought amounted to $1.35 billion,

a massive loss that might be minimized in the future with adequate drought forecasting

and contingency planning. Prediction methods must be leliable to be useful since a

forecasted dlought may lead to actions such as not planting certain crops. If the drought

does not occur, then millions of dollars may be lost because of forfeited crop pr.oduction.

Note that drought prediction is important for all water.users but seems to be studied mor.e

often in corutection with the agricultural sector.

Diaz (1983) used Palmer.droughr severiry indices (pDSI) for the period 1g95 -

1981 to determine if there are definite pattems in the beginning and ending of dry and

wet periods in the continental united states. If these dry ancl wet periods preferentially

begin and end in certain months, then that 'would imply a certain degree of conditional

predictability' which could be used in drought forecasting. while the ¡esults showed only

marginal preferences they also suggested that lhe interior and western u.s. are ,more

likely to experience proüacted periods of dry weather.' The results also indicate a

possible connecfion between the occurence of drylwet periods and the occurence of El

Nino/soutlrern oscillafion (ENso) climate phenom ena. cleaveland and, Duvick (1992)

note that a study by Mitchell er. al. (1979) found an approximate 22 year periodicity for

the occurence of droughts in the Great Plains region, based on tree ring data. This

corresponds to the double Hale sunspot cycle which has also been shown to influence

ENSO phenomena (cleaveland and Duvick, l99z). A later study by stockton and Meko

(1983) used tree ring data to confirm the 22 year periodicity and found that Great plains

drought appears to 'recur at ill-defined intervals from 15 - 25 years'. This indicates that
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assuming a specific periodicity may not be appropriate. cleavelantl and, Duvick (1992)

use tree-ring data to reconstruct July Palmel hydrologic dlought indices @HDI) in Iowa

for the years 1640-1982. July PHDI values p.ovide a good indication of crop growth

potential. The authors find a 'statistically significant negative correlation' between the

occurrence of dry/wet periods in Iowa and ENSO phenomena. confirming the possible

connections between solar activity, ENSo phenomena and drought occufrence may

provide a valuable tool for long range forecasting of adverse agricultural conditions.

Kumar an.l Panu (1994) show how drought waming procedures may be used in a real

world application. They develop an expert system which will analyze various inputs to

determine if a drought is likely and then advise what type of remedial actions may be

taken to minimize its impact. Although the model is applied to a specific region in India,

the methods developed could be applied in other agricultural regions.

The final type of studies to consider ate those which may be classified as

hydrologic drought studies. These studies primarily focus on drought from the viewpoint

of water users such as hydro-power producers, water suppliers and other reseryoir

managefs. That is, those water user's who's systems and operating policies are entirely

dependent on streamflow levels. when streamflow drops during a drought, these users

may not be able to meet the demands placed on their systems. while drought prediction

is certainly important for optimum system design and management, forecasting is

generally not the focus of hydrologic studies. Instead, these analyses tend to focus on the

frequency of drought occurrence and the operational reliability of systems during low

flow periods. Frequency and reliability are of concern because streamflow dependent
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systems must be designed for celtain critical conditions which may be exceeded at some

point during the design life of the system. FoI example, hydro utilities typically use the

worst drought on record as the critical design event but rcalize that a worse event may

occul at some future time.

Joseph (1970) prcsents the theoretical development of a method for estimating

the frequency of a design dlought. This study shows that as the useful design life

increases so does the likelihood ofa specific drought occurring during that design period.

Thelefore, streamflow dependent systems must be designed fol more severe events as

their design life increases in order to get the same level of assurance that the design event

will not occur. An analysis of water supply dependability for a theoretical reservoir was

pedormed by Beard and Kubik (1972). These authors determine rhe storage required to

produceuniformyieldsof30To,50o/o,70o/oandBlvooflong-termaverageflowusingboth

historic records and 500 years of synthetically generated data divided into 10 sets of 50

year records. Results of this study show that storage requirements from the different sets

of data vary by as much as a factor of 2.0 in older to get the sÍìme yield. wurbs and,

Bergman (1990) investigate factors which affect yield and reliability estimates for a

system of twelve reservoirs in the Brazos River basin using only historic flow data. The

authors show that factors which influence yield and reliability include ,the stochastic

nature of streamflow and evaporation, changes in a river basin over time, loss of resewoir

storage capacity due to sedimentation, reservoir system operating policies and interactions

between multiple water users ...' (wurbs and Bergman, 1990). Although this study is

based on historic data, the authors suggest that 'using synthetically generated streamflows
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would be a logical extension of the case study' in order to better understand the influence

of different factors. A more Íecent study by Johnson and Kohne (1993) uses historic

PHDI values to determine the drought susceptibility of 516 American r.eservoirs. Their

analysis shows that the 'mid-continent has the greatest potential for droughts of long

duration.'. The method used by these authors is useful for investigating hydrologic

drought chalacteristics ovel large regions but may not be appropriate for smaller areas.

For smaller regions it may be more appropriate to use computer simulations in addition

to the histolic records.

The hydrologic studies described above indicate that frequency and reliability

analyses are possible and necessary. Frequency analysis requires a method for clearly

quantifying sh€amflow droughts and reliability analysis requires investigation of system

operation under varied hydrologic conditions. Both of these analyses may be conducted

using historic data, but it is generally agreed that the available historic records are not

Iong enough to give a clear representation of either frequency or reliability. The

statistical properties of drought parameters typically have a large standard enor when

based on historic data (wijayaratne and Golub, i991). previously, it was seen that tree

ring data bases have been used to get an extended histo¡ic record. This type of data,

however, cannot be directly converted to exact streamfloyT values which means it has

limited application for quantitative streamflow analysis. The only way to get more data

is to perform synthetic streamflow generation as in the sfidy by Beart) and, Kubik (1972).

The following section describes methods used to quantifu drought based on streamflow

values' These methods are similar to those which will be used in the present analysis.



2.3 DROUGHT ANALYSIS BASED ON STREAMFLOW

The hydrologic studies mentioned above deal with aspects of streamflow drought,

but they do not specif,ically focus on the streamflow data itself. The most common

method of quantifying a streamflow drought is thlough the use of the theory of runs. In

1967, Yevjevich used this theoly to investigate hyclrologic dr.ought and the methods he

developed have been used by a number of authors since then (wijayaratne and Golub,

1991). The theory of luns states that a drought starts when the flow drops below a given

truncation level and ends when the flows rise above the truncation value. A consecutive

sequence, or run, of flows below the truncation level is its severity (,Sr), its length (Lr)

and its magnitu de (M) (wijayaratne and Golub, 1991). severity is the cumulative

volume of water deficit during the drought, length is the number of consecutive low flow

time periods and magnitude is the average deficit per time period. Figure 2.1 provides

a graphical representation ofhow these values are obtained using flow data and a constant

truncation level, X.. The severity and magnitude parameters may be defined in equation

(x"-xr) t2.11

form as follows:

and;

LD

sr=Ð

a
M = 

up Í.2.21-_D 
LD

where X, represents the values from the flow series. Note that flow deficits are calculated
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as positive values, not negative values.

(J

È

u<

Time ( months )

Figure 2.2 : ObtainÍng Drought parameters From a Hydrologic
Time Series (after 'Wijayaratne 

and Gotub, l99l)

The auncation level is the most important variable in the application of rhe theory

of runs. If a higher threshold is chosen then larger severities, run lengths and magnitudes

may be realized. ìvhether or not the number of droughts recorded increæes will depend

on the particular characteristics of the flow data. selection of the truncation value is

therefore very important. Although the above figure showes a constant value, the

th¡eshold may also be a stochastic variable or a detenninistic function (Dracup et al.,

7980). Dracup et al. (1980) indicared that it may be chosen by a fi¡nction such as;

x"=x^-e'sD
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where X,,, : mean of the flow data; SD : standard deviation of the data and ¿ : scaling

factor. The scaling factor chosen will depend on the system being considered. .]en

(1990) shows that the truncation value may vary over time based on shifting levels in

demand. Essentially, as demand inc¡eases, the effects of drought will be felt sooner so

that a higher thleshold may be more appropriate. Two statistical measures of central

tendency, the median and the mean, can also be used as meaningful thresholds (Dracup

et al., 1980). Using the median flow pr.oduces an equivalent number of high and low

flow peliods while using the mean results in equivalent values for total water surplus and

deficit over an entirc period of record. Dracup et al. (19g0) indicate that the mean may

be preferable since it gives more weight to extreme events than the median and it is these

extreme events that one is typically intercsted in. ultimately, selecting the truncation

value will depend upon the system being considered, the level of demand and other

factols. After choosing the desired Funcation method, analysis of the drought parameters

may be performed.

sen (1980 and 1990) has twice investigated sEeamflows to determine the exact

probability distribution function @DF) of critical drought durations for finite sample sizes

of data. He defiles the critical drought duration as the longest drought one might expect

to obserye during the design life ofa project. The 1980 study uses dependent Bemoulli

trials which results in a 'non-homogeneous Markov chain with two states, if the process

is periodic, which it is, The two states are either drought or non-drought periods. using

enumeration techniques, sez (1980) determines the probability that the final time period

in a trial is a surplus or deficit given that a drought of certain length has already occurred.
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This method uses four transitional probabilities which describe the likelihood that the

cuffent period will be surplus or deficit if the previous per.iod is in surplus or deficit. The

probability for a specific period is dependent upon the transitional probabilities and the

likelihood of certain occurrences in all previous time periods. The 1990 study is quite

similar', except that a second-older Markov chain process is assumed. In this case, the

transitional probabilities consider possible states of the prcvious two time periods, leading

to eight transitional probabilities as opposed to four'. In both studies .t¿r? shows that as

the sample size increases so does the critical drought duration, but at a decreasing rate.

A curve of critical duration may be developed for any river and thus could be used in

designing water resource systems.

Another concem foL drought analysts is the investigation of droughts over large

regions' Paulson et al. (1985) studied 18 streams in califomia's central valley. The

authors calculate the severity, duration and magnitude of drought in each basin and then

determine exceedence probabilities for severity and magnitude as well as tennination

probabilities associated with different durations. severity, magnitude and duration for

certain probability levels are then related to 1 1 different geomorphic and climatic indices

using multiple-linear regression. The results of this analysis can be used to estimate the

frequency characteristics of droughts for streams within the region, even those streams

with no recorded data. This could be a very useful drought analysis method when

developing an ungauged stream in any area.

Sadeghipour and Dracup (1985) also perform a regional frequency analysis of

multi-year dloughts in califomia's central valley using data from 7 streams. They use
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the index drought method and the regional extreme drought method to develop a curve

of severity versus frequency in non-dimensional form. Non-dimensional droughts are

obtained by adjusting for drought length so that droughts of different durations are more

easily compared. Severity-frequency curves for specified durations can be developed for

any stleam by back calculation of the standardization procedure.

Chang and Kleopa (1991) apply the theory of runs to strcamflow, precipitation,

groundwater, temperature and lake elevation data in performing a r.egional drought

analysis of the scioto Rivel in ohio. All of the data are used in determining drought

severity fol the region but the most weight is given to streamflow since it is 'the most

representative indication of hydrologic drought' (chang and Kleopa, 1991). Truncation

levels of 70, 80, 90 and 95vo arc determined for each variable. The truncation values for

streamflow, precipitation and lake level are given by the i'r' value from the conesponding

data set, which was sorted in ascendilg order, such that i:(l-X)*N, where X:0.7,0.8,0.9

or 0.95 and N is the number of data points. In the case of groundwater and temperature

data the same process is used, except that now i:X*N since these data values are higher

during droughts rather rhan lower. For example, if 100 sheamflows are recorded then the

707o fruncation level equals the flow value of data point number 30 from the sorted data

set' The basin is said to be at 70, 80, 90 or 95vo seventy based on a set of rules that

consider the severity level of each variable individually and then weights the importance

of each variable relative to each other. The authors then detenÎine the mean drought

durations associated wiÍh each overall severity level. They also determine the transitional

probabilities associated with moving from one severity level to a more severe state. The



results show that the probability of moving ftom a 70vo fo an B0o/o severity is much

greater than moving from a 900/o to a 95vo severity. This indicated that a less severe

drought is more likely to persist. Results of this analysis a¡e useful for drought monitoring

and the development of operating policies.

Finally, an analysis of multi-year drought was conducted by Wijayaratne md

Golnb (1991) in order to determine the appropriate theoretical distr.ibution to fit to

frequency curves fol both drought dulation and severity. The authors do this through the

use of simulated flows and then compare results obtained for the synthetic data with those

for the historic record. Investigating annual flows for the pequest River in New Jersey,

the authors find that the duration approximately follows a 3-parameter Gamma

distribution while the severity follows a 3-parameter Log-normal distribution. More

importantly, however, the results clearly show that short historic records will

underestimate the return period for specific durations and severities. Furthermore, the

distributions obtained from the synthetic data cover a much wider range of events than

the historic record does. This means that synthetic dafa may be used to estimate retum

periods for events more severe than those recorded without having to use extrapolation

techniques which introduce another degree of uncertainty.
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CHAPTER 3

MODELLING A MULTI-SITE SYSTEM

3.1 SELECTION OF A, MODELLING TOOL

The generation of synthetic flows for a large, multi-site system obviously requires

a rigorous modelling tool. Any modelling procedure used must be able to rcproduce site

specific flow statistics such as the mean, variance and correlations. Numerous stochastic

modelling procedures which will reproduce these values have been developed. The

available literature contains much information on these models so they will not be

discussed here. This study, however, deals with a multi-basin, multi-site system in which

the site-to-site conelations are important and must be reproduced in the synthetic data

along with the site specific statistics. Stochastic modelling techniques for multi-site

systems have been developed and are typically variations of single site models. The

difference is that the multi-site models are far more complex. There are several computer

packages available which will perform stochastic simulation of multi-site systems. This

study will use one of these programs rather than attempt to develop a new modelling tool

based on information available in the literature.

selecting a package to use requfues ¿ ¿smp¿rison of the available programs so that

the one best suited to the present analysis may be found. Fortunately, the engineering

firm Acres Intemational Limited performed a detailed comparison of four prominent

modelling packages by analyzing the Bow River system in southem Alberta (Acres,

1990). Ttre four packages analyzed, are HEC-4, NATAL, SpIcOT and CARMA. Acres



also considered the LAST model but did not investigate it fully since the pc version was

still being developed. A final package, cEpEL, is also mentioned but is not used in the

study. GEPEL was developed by centro cles Pesquisas tle Energia Electrica in Brazil

and was not available in an English format. With a price tag of g30,000(US), the

program is also prohibitively expensive. The conclusions of the Acres report are

summarized in the following pages.

HEC-4 has been developed by the Hydrologic Engineering Centre (HEC), which

is a part of the United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE). The package may be

obtained flom the USACE for a small fee, or from other vendors for approxirnately $600.

While the program does come with userss manuals, they are not very good and the

USACE no longer provides support for the program. Synthetic flows generated in the

Acres study using FIEC-4 reproduce the historic statistics quite well but these flows did

not display a desirable level of variability.

The NATAL program was created at the University of Natal in South Africa and

can be obtained ÍÌee of charge from the university. written support for the package is

limited and any further support requires contact with the university of Natal. Despite tlris

the program is quite easy to apply. The Acres shrdy found that the NATAL program

reproduced historic statistics quite well and there was a good degree of variability in the

synthetic data.

A collaboration of efforts, in various stages, lead to the development of the

SPIGOT analysis package. The SPIGOT package can be purchased from the primary

developer, Dr. J. stedinger, at comell university for approximately $300. provided along
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with the program ale a technical description and a users manual. Limited support is also

provided by Dr. stedinger. Like NATAL, sPIGor was able to reproduce the historic

statistics with a reasonable degree of variability in the data. splcor, however, produced

a better range of synthetic flow events than NATAL.

The final tool investigated is the contemporaneous auto-regressive moving average,

CARMA, model. The CARMA model uses techniques developed by various researchers

and was set up using ¡outines obtained from a number of sources. cost of this progr am

will valy and user's manuals are not available, although the procedurcs involved are

described in the available literature. The GARMA model produced results which were

not as good as the previous three packages. CARMA, however, does show good

potential. with further research and documentation it could be an excellent modelling

tool.

Based on the information presented in the Acres report, the SpIGOT package was

selected for the stochastic modelling needs of the present analysis. The proglam performs

well, has a reasonable price, is well documented and comes in a ready to use format.

Further, the Fortran source code is also provided along with the installation disks. This

allows the user to add to the programs if desired as well as load the pÌogram onto a

platform other than a PC. This last point is important since the program is to be loaded

on a UNIX plaffonn in order take advantage of this system's larger memory capacity and

fast running time. A more detailed description of the splGor package is provided in the

following section.
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3.2 THE SPIGOT STREAMFLOW ANALYSIS PACKAGE

The name SPIGOT is an aclonym derived from the names of the principal

contributors in the development of this stleamflow analysis package. These contributors

are Jery stedinger, Daniel Pei, Jan Grygier and rim cohn. The original version of this

softwarc package was developed by Stedinger and Grygiel at comell univer.sity while

working on a project fol the Pacific Gas and Electlic company. Since then, various

improvements have been made, leading to the cunent version, which is version 2.6.

The SPIGOT package is not a single program but is rather a compilation of four.

separate modules which complement each other. These four modules are referred to as

DISPLAY, PAREST, FLOGEN and VALDAT. A fifth module, DEMAND, is also

available and may be used to genemte synthetic sedes of flow demands. This module

was not necessary within the scope of the current study. A brief description of the flow

models available in sPIGor and the first four modules is provided in the following

sections. Note that these descriptions arc short summaries of what may be found in the

Technical Description and/o¡ the user's Manual. If more information is required it will

be necessary to either obtain these documents or contact the program authors.

3.2.1 Flow Models Available in SPIGOT

The SPIGOT package offers six different modelling tools which may be used in

a variety of combinations, or frameworks. of these six modelling tools, two use auto-

regressive (AR) procedures and the remaining four use disaggregation procedures. The

first flow model is the aggregate annual (AA) model which uses an AR(0) or an AR(l)
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formulation to model the annual flows at a single site. The second is the multi-variate

annual (MA) model and it also uses an AR(0) or AR(1) formulation to model annual

flows. In this case, however, two or more sites are modelled simultaneously. The first

disaggregation procedure is ttre aggregate annual to monthly (AAM) model and it

generates monthly flows at a site based on the annual flow at that site. An aggtegate

annual to multi-valiate monthly (AMM) model is next, and it is used to get monthly flows

at multiple sites based on the annual flow at a single site. These multiple sites would be

subordinate to the annual flow site, and the summation of their flows would equal ttre

flow at the annual location. The third procedure is the multi-variate annual to monthly

(MAM) model which disaggregates annual flows at multiple sites into monthly flows at

multiple sites subordinate to the annual flow locations. Finally, a spatial disaggregation

(SD) model is used to disaggregate monthly flows ar a single site into monthly flows at

multiple subordinate sites. SPIGOT attempts to maintain historic site-to-site relationships

in each of the models which deal with multiple sites simultaneously. These flow models

are conveniently summarized in Table 3.1 for quick reference.

As indicated, these models can be combined in a variety of ways to generate flows

at multiple sites. For example, one could model annual flows at a site with an AA model,

disaggregate these into monthly flows at that site with an AAM model and then obtain

monthly flows at several subordinate sites with an sD model. Alternately, the annual

flows for a site could be obtained with an AA model and then monthly flows for all the

sites could be obtained with an AMM model. Generally, one would prefer to use as few

steps as possible because as more steps are added, the modelling accuracy for sites in the
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MODEL NAME SUMMARY DF^SCRIPTION

Aggregate Annual AA annual flows at one site using an AR(l) or AR(O) nìodel

Multivariate Annual
MA annual flows at multiple sires with AR(O) oÌ AR( t) ând

maintains site-to-site conelations

Aggregate Anmral
to Monthlv

ÄAM disaggregates an¡ual florvs at a site into ntonthly flows al
that site

Aggregate Annuâl to
Multivariate Monthly

AMM disaggregates annual flows ât one site into monthly flows
at multiple subordinate sites

Multivariate Annual
to Monthly MAM disaggregates an¡ual florvs at muttiple sites into monthly

flows at those sites as well as multiple subordinate sites

Spatial Disaggregation
SD

disaggregates monthly flows at one site to monthly flows
at multiple stÌbordinate sites

Table 3.1 : Summary of Flow Models Available In SpIGOT

later steps may be reduced. when attempting to model multiple sites in multiple basins

the number of possible model frameworks to use can become quite larye. For this reason,

the authors of sPIGor suggest 3 basic model frameworks which fit the needs of most

analyses, as shown in Figure 3.1. Note that in Figure 3.1 a basin slt¿ refers to a major

site and its flows are the summation of the flows at multiple subo¡dinate key sites within

the basin. These key sites in tum represent the flow in different subbasins and are the

summation of flows at multiple subordinate control points within the subbasins.

Generally, basin sites are more important than key sites which in tum are more important

than control points.

In Framework I, an AA model generates annual flows for an entire basin. These

annual flows are then converted into monthly flows for the basin site with an AAM

model. The monthly flows are then disaggregated into monthly flows at various key sites

using an sD model. A second sD model is used to disaggregate monthly key site flows

into monthly flows at subordinate con[ol points.
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Figure 3.1 : Basic Model Frameworks For SpIGOT Analyses

Framework II, like Framework I, is used to model the flows in a single basin. The

¡nn¡¿l fl6'¡ for the basin site is again modelled with an AA model. Monthly flows for

basin site and the various key sites a¡e then modelled simultaneously using an AMM

model. An sD model then disaggregates the monthly key site flows into monthly flows

at the cotrtrol points. This framework could be used to model the same basin as

Framework I, but combines the steps of modelling the monthly basin flows and

disaggregation to monthly key site flows into one step with the use of an AMM model.

Finally, Framework III is suggested for multiple basin models. Lr the first step,

annual basin site flows for multiple bæins are generated using an MA model. These are

then disaggregated into monthly flows at multiple key sites within the various basins with

an MAM model. As before the monthly control point flows are determined by

disaggregation of the monthly key site flows.
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lvhen generating flows the sPIGor model attempts to maintain the historic

statistics as much as possible. These historic statistics include the mean, variance, lag 1

corelations and site-to-site correlations. The site-to-site conelations are maintained both

between the sites that are currently being modelled along with the sites that they are

dependent upon. For example, site{o-site conelations arc maintained for the control

points modelled with the sD model in Framework I along with the site-to-site conelations

between the key sites and the control points. The site-to-site corrclations between the

control points and the basin site, on the othel hand, arc not directly modelled. The basin

site and the control points are indirectly connected through the key site flows. This

aspect of sPIGor helps to ensure that all of the generated flows are reasonable with

respect to each other, which means two similar sites will not have extremely different

flow conditions. one site is unlikely to be in a severe drought while the other

experiences a severe flood unless the historic statistics allow for tlris possibility.

Maintaining site-to-site conelations, however, can create some difficulty in the modelling

procedure as will be seen later in Chapter 5.

3.2,2 Analysis Modules Available in SPIGOT

As mentioned earlier, SPIGOT is comprised of four basic modules named

DISPLAY' PAREsr, FLOGEN and vALDAT. These modules are used successively to

analyze the historic data, develop a model framework for the system, generate synthetic

flows and validate the synthetic output. A brief description of these four modules is

provided in the following pages.
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The DISPLAY module is an analysis toor that is used to obtain a variety of

statistics from the historic data. Flow statistics calculated by DISpLAy include the mean,

standard deviation, site-to-site correlations, monthly-to-annual correlations and lag I to

lag 5 correlations. Analysis of the historic data is an essential step when attempting to

set up a model framework fo¡ a multi-basin, multi-site system like the Nelson River basin.

In a large analysis it is necessaly to determine which flows represent basin sites, key sites

and control points. Making this determination is easy if it is based purely on the physical

locations and relationships between all of the sites. The process is more complex if

artificial basin or key sites are used in the modelling procedure. Artificial sites would be

created by the summation of flows at a number of locations but would not necessarily

have to rcpresent an actual physical location within the system. summing the flo\rs for

two control points in different basins would create an artificial site. since splcor

attempts to maintain site-to-site correlations within each modelling step it makes intuitive

sense to model highly conelated sites simultaneously and this sometimes requires the

creation of artificial sites for modelling purposes. DIspLAy is used to investigate the

various relationships and makes the task of choosing an initial model framework much

easier,

The second module, PAREST, is tikely the most imporrant part of SpIGOT. This

module is used to estimate the model parameters required in each step of the model

Íïamework when flows are generated. As pAREST calculates the model parameters it

also calculates va¡ious statistics on the significance of each model parameter as well as

statistics that indicate how well each modelling step performs. pAREST first investigates
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the type of data transformation that should be used to normalize the data for each flow

period at each site. Transformations checked are normal, 2 parameter log-nor.mal, 3

parametel log-normal and 3 parameter gamma. The one that has the best Filliben

coffelation statistic is chosen. The Filliben colrelation statistic measures the degree of

colrelation between the series values and their expected values for a given distribution.

A Filliben value of 1 indicates a perfect fit, so the transfomation producing the value

closest to 1 is used. The selection process gives a slight advantage to the nomal and 2

parameter log-normal distributions since they incur a smaller loss in degrees of freedom,

which may be important with short data sets. After choosing the tr.ansformations,

PAREST calculates parameters for each model. In each model there is the option to use

a lag 0 or lag 1 formulation and PAREST tests both. The option producing the lower

Akaike Information criterion (AIC) value is chosen. PAREST also determines Filliben

conelations, R2 values, t-ratios and standard errors for each model. These are provided

il the output. It is important to check the output and confi¡m that the selections made

by PAREST are the prefened choices since the model with the lowest AIC is not

necessarily the best one to use. Choices made by the program may be changed if

necessary,

PAREST is also used to test different model frameworks for a system since the

initial model framework chosen will probably not be the best one, particularly when

nodelling many sites. Although PAREST doesn't directly test different fi.ameworks, the

PAREST results can be used to indicate what changes might be made to a framework in

order to get a bettel model of the system. This module may be run interactively so that
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the user can control the selection process in every step of the parameter estimation

analysis. For large systems this is not recommended since it would be very time

consuming. Furthermore, the selections made automatically by the program are generally

the prefened choice when all the available statistics are considered.

When a final model framework is ultimately selected and all the rclevant

parametel's arc obtained, the next step is the generation of synthetic flows. This task is

accomplished using the FLoGEN module which is run completely in batch mode. The

user specifies how many sets of synthetic data are to be genel"ted. Each data set is the

same number of years in length and this length is determined by the user. FLoGEN also

allows for upper and lower limits to be set on the generated flow values. An upper limit

is used to prevent unrealistically high flows to be generated. similarly, a lower bound

of zero is used so that negative values are not generated for actual flow sites, In some

analyses, such as groundwater modelling, negative values may be allowed and FLOGEN

provides for this option. There are no ha¡d and fast rules regarding how many sets of

data to generate, how long they should be and what limits should be used and this is

therefore left up to the discretion of the analyst.

The final module provided is the VALDAT program. This module analyzes and

compares drought events ffom the historic and synthetic records using the theory of runs.

For each synthetic sequence, VALDAT detennines the largest deficit, second largest

deficit and the single largest deviation below a threshold and provides a graphical

comparison of these values with the corresponding historic values. The VALDAT output

allows the user to verifi/ that the synthetic records generated are reasonable.
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CHAPTER 4

STUDY AREA

The basin under consideration in this study may be broadly defined as the Nelson

River Basin. Although the churchill River is technically an entirely separate basin from

that of the Nelson, this study considers it to be part of the Nelson River system because

of the churchill River divelsion at southern Indian Lake. The Nelson and churchill

River basins are approximately t.tx106 km2 and 0.244* 106 km2, respectively, producing

a total drainage area in excess of 1.3*106 km2. The basin strctches from the slopes of the

Rocky Mountains in the west, to within 100 km of Lake superior in the east and to south-

eastem Minnesota in the united states. physiographically, most of the basin's southern

portion lies within the Great Plains region while the remaining northem portion is

primarily in the canadian shield region. Two climatic zones cover a major percentage

of the basin. The first is the Humid continental climate zone which covers much of the

southem area and the second is the sub-Arctic zone covering much of the northern

portion. A small percentage of the basin lies in more localized climate zones such as

found along the slopes of the Rocky's and along the northem fringes of the basin. Flows

reaching the Nelson River originate from regions which represent a number of

combinations of climatic and physiographic conditions.
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4.1 THE HYDROLOGIC SYSTEM

This study does not consider the entire Nelson River Basin as described above, but

focuses on that portion of the basin within the province of Manitoba. That is, the part

of the basin which directly influences Manitoba Hydro and comes und.er Manitoba

Hydro's regulation. The remaining portions of the basin are indirectly considered in the

study through the analysis of those flows which cross over into Manitoba Hydro,s region

of purview. In order to be complete, those flows which originate within the region are

also considered. Flow data for the analysis was provided by the power Resources

Planning Division of Manitoba Hydro. Figure 4.1 provides a representation of the

hydrologic system under consideration and the following pages describe the flow sites

which are to be investigated.

Churchill R. HI]DSON
BAY

Chu¡chilì R.

N

ï

Bumtwood R.

Saskatchewan R.

L. Manitoba
Wimipeg R.

Figure 4,1 : Manitoba PortÍon of the Nelson River Basin

NR3 NR4
NR5 NR6

NR8
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There are four inflows of major importantance to Manitoba Hydro. These flows

are represented by four sites; the saskatchewan River at Grand Rapids generating station

(sAsK@cRAND)' rhe \Minnipeg River at slave Falls generating srarion

(WPG@SLAVE), the Churchill River ar Sourhern Indian Lake (CHR@SIL) and lastly,

Lake winnipeg Partial Inflow Available as outflow (LwpGpIAo). The thrce rivers

originate outside of Manitoba and are regulated to some extent by others outside the

province. Each of the four sites have periods of record for the year.s lgl2-lgg0 inclusive.

The sites SASK@GRAND and wPG@SLAVE 
'epresent 

point flows for these two major

rivers where they enter the Manitoba Hydro system. The last two sites require some

further explanation, starting first with the site CHR@SIL.

Manitoba Hydro divelts a portion of the churchill River's flow, at southern Indian

Lake, down the Rat and Bumtwood River systems and thus into the Nelson River. This

increases flows in the lower reach of the Nelson River wherein lies Manitoba Hydro,s

three largest power generating stations, Figure 3.2. The amount of flow diverted is

regulated by the Notigi control structure situated on the Rat River and the Missi Falls

control structure at the northem end of southem lndian Lake. Historic Notigi release

flows are available and were initially considered for modelling purposes rather than the

cHR@sIL flows' A problem arises, however, when considering these release flows

because Manitoba Hydro must operate Notigi under an interim licnese with the povince

of Manitoba which dictates the maximum release flows allowed through Notigi in

paÍicular months. Also, there is a minimum release that must be met at Missi in order

to meet riparian water demands on the churchill River north of Southem Indian Lake.
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churchill River flows are frequently large enough to meet both constraints. This causes

much of the Notigi release record to have flow values at a level equal to the maximum

allowable which results in a flow distribution that has a large negative skew and

essentially bounded on the right. sì.lch characteristics make the Notigi release flows

undesirable for modelling purposes. The only altemative is to model the flow entering

Southern Indian Lake, that is, the Churchill River flow. Synthetic CHR@SIL flows may

then be used to estimate Notigi releases based on Manitoba Hydlo's operating policy, as

described fulther in section 6.2.1 of this thesis. Another. advantage of modelling these

flows is that it provides Manitoba Hydro with grcater flexibility in the future. If the

maximum or minimum constraints change then all that needs to be done to get new

release estimates is to change the constraints in the estimation program. This is far

simpler than having to re-run the sPIGor modelling program, especially since the new

flow distribution would be completely unknown.

The LWPGPIAO site, unlike the other three major sites, does not represent the

flow conditions at a specific point on a particular river but is instead an amalgamation of

a number of factors. Note that Figure 4.1 shows that numerous flows enter Lake

winnipeg via sources other than the saskatchewan and winnipeg Rivers. while the

conhibution of these other flows is important, the individual river flows are not since

these rivers do not have any generating stations situated on them. Also, these individual

inflows are small enough that they are not likely to be considered for large scale hydro

power development. The contribution from these sources is combined into a single value

termed LWPGPIAO. This value represents the total inflow to Lake winnipeg less the
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regulated flows from SASK@GRAND and wpG@sLAyB (Manitoba Hydro, 1990).

Adjusting for storage change means that the LWpGplAo value takes into consideration

such losses as evapolation from the lake, which is why it is called partial inflow available

as outflow. consideÍing that the lake has a surface arca in excess of 15000 krn,

(Manítoba Hydro, 1988) the effects of evapolation can be significant during dry weather.

In fact, on a few occasions evaporation fi'om Lake winnipeg has exceeded all the inflows,

saskatchewan River and \vinnipeg River inflows inclucled. For a dr.ought study the

effects of such a significant factor must be considered, which makes the LWpGpIAo site

a particularly important one to be modelled.

Aside from the four majo' sites discussed above, there are also 1 1 minor flow sites

to be modelled in the analysis. These sites are refened to as minor because their flows

combined represent approximately l2%o of the flows entering the system. The cumulative

effect of 11 such sites, however, can be important. These minor sites represent local

inflows to 11 specific portions of the Burntwood and Nelson Rivers. There are 3 local

inflow sites on the Burntwood River and 8 on the Nelson River. The sites are named

according to the river they are located on, either BR or NR, and also have a site number

associated with them, as shown in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1. This table also shows the

major locations on the two rivers which define the local inflow zones. The final data site

supplied by Manitoba Hydro is called sUMNR+BR and represents the sum of the 1 1 local

inflows in each month. Histo¡ic data for these sites covers the years 1957-1990. Data

for the years 1912-1956 was reconsfucted (Manitoba Hyclro, lggg) but the reconstructed

flows do not accurately reflect true historical flow variance. It was indicated that the
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period 1957- 1990 is accurate for modelling purpose s Qtersonal communication, B. Girling,

21/06/93).

SITE YEARS LOCATION

BR2 1957-1990 Local Inflow to Bumtwood River

BR3 1957-1990 Local Inflow to Burntwood River

BR4 t957-t990 Local Inflow to Burntwood River

NRO 1957-t990 Local Inflow to Nelson River.

NRI 1957-1990 Local Inflow to Nelson River

NR2 1957-1990 Local Inflow to Nelson River

NR3 1957-1990 Local Inflow to Nelson River

NR4 t957-t990 Local Inflow to Nelson River

NR5 1957-1990 Local Inflow to Nelson River

NR6 1957-1990 Local lnflow to Nelson River.

NR8 1957- 1990 Local Inflow to Nelson River

SUMNR+BR 1957-1990 Sum of all Local Inflows

LWPGPIAO 1912-1990 Lake Winnipeg PIAO

WPG@SLAVE 1912-1990 Winnipeg River at Slave Falls G.S.

SASK@GRAND 1912-1990 Saskatchewan River at Grand Rapids G.S.

CFIR@SIL L912-1990 Churchill River at Southem Indian Lake

Table 4.1 ¡ Flow Records Received frorn Manitoba Hydro and used in this study.
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4.2 THE HYDRO-POWER GEIVERATION NETWORK

Manitoba Hydro operates 12 hydro-power generating stations within the Nelson

River basin in Manitoba. Note that the slave Falls and pointe DuBois generating statiions

actually belong to winnipeg Hydro but are considered part of the Manitoba Hydro system

in this study. The approximate location and generating capacity ofeach station is shown

in Figure 4.2. Also shown in this figure are the Missi and Notigi control structures,

which regulate the diversion of churchill River flows, as well as the East cha¡nel which

diverts part of the Lake winnipeg outflows around the Jenpeg Generating station and into

cross Lake. The East channel is a natural, unregulated waterway. This figure shows that

the generating stations are located in tluee principle areas, the wimipeg River, the

Missi Co¡trol

Chu¡chill R.
Rar R.

Bumtwood R.

Spruce 980 lvflV

Kettle l2?2 MW

Kelsey 224 MWN

I Jenpeg 126 MW East
Cha¡nel

ÌVinnipeg R.

Pine Falls 82 MW

GrEat Falls 132 MW

McArthùr 56 lvfw

Saskatchewan R.

crd¡d Rapids 472 MW

@@
Seven Sisters 150 MW

Slave Falls 68 lvllV

Pointe DuBois 72 MW

Figure 4,2 : Locations of Manitoba Hydro Generating Stations

i9

Nelson R.



saskatchewan River and the Nelson River. Although the stations are spread out quite

well, the plant capacities given in Figure 4.2 indicate that the three stations on the lower

Nelson Rivel represent a significant portion of Manitoba Hydro's total installed capacity.

The total installed capacity is 4834 MW, of which 3452 MW, or approximately 702o,

comes ffom the three stations on the lowel Nelson. The remaining 9 stations contribute

1382 Mw or about 30vo. 'ft.e three largest generating stations form the comerstone of

the entile system and droughts which affect these stations can have serious consequences

for Manitoba Hydro.

Considering that all of the four major inflows eventually end up in the lower

Nelson, it should not be surprising that the bulk of the generating capacity cunently lies

in this region. This area also presents the greatest potential for the development of frrture

generating stations. In fact, Manitoba Hydro began construction of the new conawapa

Generating station just down stream of Limestone. This project was subsequently put on

hold until further notice. If and when conawapa is brought on line it will add more than

1000 Mw to the total system capacity. several othe¡ locations along the Nelson and

Bumtwood Rivers have also been identified for potential future development.. while

power production at future stations could be considered, this study will only focus on

stations which are fully on-line at this time, as shown in Figure 4.2. Note that Manitoba

Hydro also operates two thermal generating stations, one in Brandon and the other in

selkirk, and these will not be considered in this study since they are not as severely

affected by adverse hydrologic conditions.
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CHAPTER 5

MODELLING THE STUDY AREA

5.1 PRELIMINARY SELECTION OF SITE GROUPS

At each step in a model, the SPIGOT program will attempt to preserve the

historical statistics of the sites being modelled in that step. These include the distribution

parameters, lag- 1 coffelations, monthly-to-annual conelations and site-to-site conelations.

The site-to-site conelations tend to be the most difficult to maintain and this becomes

increasingly more difficult as the number of sites modelled in a single step increases. The

more stations that are modelled simultaneously, the less accurate the model will tend to

be. For this reason it is necessary to subdivide the sites into different gr.oups for

modelling purposes. consideration of geographic position, type of flow and magnitude

ofcross correlation is required to determine how the available sites should be subdivided

into separate groups. The level of cross correlation between sites is an important factor

since it is preferable to model sites with a high conelation in a single step in order to

assufe a mofe accufate model. The type of flow is also inporlant because some sites,

such as major rivers, are obviously more important than minor local inflow sites.

Looking at the data alone, it is readily apparent that the Saskatchewan, Winnipeg

and churchill Rivers, as well as Lake winnipeg pIAo, are the flows of major importance.

lnspection of the cross-correlations between the major sites and the local inflow sites

reveals that these coÛelations are typically quite low (see Appendix A for correlations).

For this reason it will not be necessary to model the local inflows in the same step as the
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major inflows. since the coffelations are low, they may be implicitly maintained by

modelling the aggregate site, sUMNR+BR, along with the major inflow sites. It should

be noted that the cross-conelations among the four major sites also tend to be rather low,

likely due to the geographic diversity affecting the flows at each site. However, strictly

maintaining these colrelations is considered important since these flows represent the

major inputs to the Nelson River system.

The next step is to subdivide the l l local inflow sites into different groups since

it will not be possible to model all of these sites at one time based on the SUMNR+BR

flows, as will be seen further on. An obvious method for subdividing the sites is based

on the geographic position of the sites. This first leads to grouping the Bumtwood River

sites together. These three sites are reasonably well corelated over all the flow periods.

Next, the local inflow sites on the Nelson River can be divided into groups representing

the lower and upper reaches of the river. which sites to include in each group is

determined based on the cross-cor¡elation structure of these g sites. sites NRO, NR1 and

NR2 have a good degree of conelation over all the flow periods. Similarly, sites NR3

to NR8 also display a good level of conelation. The cross-correlations between the sites

NRO, NRl and NR2 and the sites NR3 to NRB tends to be poorer than the correlations

within the two groups. Given these results, sites NRO, NR1 and NR2 will represent the

upper Nelson River a¡ea while sites NR3 to NR8 will represent the lower Nelson River

afea.

Three artificial sites are created as a result of subdividing the local inflows into

different groups. These three sites represent the summation of flows within the three
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different regions and are given the names suMBR, suMNROl2 and SUMNR3-g. The

site sUMNR+BR can then be obtained through the summation of these fhree aggregate

sites. The SUMNR+BR flows may be used to model the flows at the three new locations,

or sub-aggregate sites. These in tum can be disaggregated to generate flows at their

respective local inflow sites. This set-up allows the local inflows to be modelled without

attempting to maintain cross-coffelations for 1l sites at once. In most cases the local

inflow sites show a better co'elation with their respective sub-aggregate sites as

compared to theil coffelation with SUMNR+BR. Locations NR4 and BR4 are two

exceptions, having a lower conelation with their respective sub-aggregate sites than with

the site SUMNR+BR. The sub-aggregate sites themselves display a fairly good degree

of conelation with sUMNR+BR, with most values being between 0.7 and 0.9. Although

sub-dividing the local inflows will lead to an extra modelling step, there should be less

loss of accuracy in doing this as opposed to modelling the Iocal inflows all at once.

5.2 TESTING OF DIFFERENT MODEL FRAME\ryORKS

Before choosing a model framework it is necessary to select which locations will

be considered as basin sites, key sites and control points. As indicated previously, the

major flows in the system are given by the sites WPG@SLAVE, SASK@GRAND,

cHR@sIL' LWPGPIAO and sUMNR+BR. For this reason these sites will be considered

as basin sites in the model. of these five, only site SUMNR+BR has subservient sites

which will be classified as key sites and control points. The sires suMBR, suMNROl2

and suMNR3-8 are selected as key site locations while the local inflow locations
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represent conûol points. Based upon these classifications va¡ious modelling options are

to be tested in order to get a model framework which will ensure a high level of

accuracy. These choices may be changed if necessary as different models are tested.

The first framework considered, Framework #1, uses exactly the same set_up as

Framework III shown in Figure 3.1. In this framework an MA model is used to generate

an¡ual flows at the major basin sites. An MAM model then generates monthly flows at

the major basin sites and at the key sites. The key site flows are then run through an sD

model to generate flows at the cont¡ol points. A flow chart of Framewo¡k #l is shown

in Figure 5.1. The perfonnance of each modelling step is determined by how well

Figure 5.1 : Flow Chart For Framework #l

SUMNR+BR LWPGPIAO
WPCJ@SLAVE CHR@SIL

SASK@GRAND

SUMNR+BR
LWPGPIAO

tvPG@SLAVE
cHR@SrL

SASK@GRAND
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PAREST is able to maintain the variance-covariance (vcv) matrix for the sites modelled

in each step. PAREST uses the vcv matrices in order to model site-to-site statistics.

The vcv matrix, however, must be positive definite in o¡der to obtain useful parameters.

If the matrix is not positive definite, splcor will adjust the mat¡ix until it is positive

definite. The degree of adjustment requi'ed is measurcd as a percentage. considering

too many sites at once tends to reduce the chances of getting a positive definite vcV.

In the Framework #1 there are 8 sites modelled in the MAM step and this leads to large

reductions of the vcv matrix fol fhis step. Table 5.1 shows the percent of vcV

maintained in each month. These low levels of maintenance indicate that a different

model is required. There are several options available for improving the model and two

of these are investigated in the next framework.

Table 5.1 : Partial Summary of Results For Framework #l

The second model framework, Framework #2, fust looks at using an MAM model

to generate monthly flows at only the major basin sites. If this model were used, it would

require an sD model to genefate monthly flows at the key sites and then seprate sD

models to obtain monthly flows at the control points. using an sD model for the key

sites, however, is not investigated in this set-up, but may be investigated later if the

results of the MAM model are satisfactory. lnstead, an AMM model is used to generate

MONTH J r' M A M J J A s o N D

MAM - Frameryork #l (major basíns and key sites)

VO \CY
MAINTAINED r00 25 35 35 35 30 30 35 30 35 30
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monthly flows at the key sites based on the annual flows from sUMNR+BR. If the

results from the AMM model are satisfactory then this option will be looked into further.

A flow chart for this framework is represented in Figure 5.2. Note that in this framework

the monthly flows for sUMNR+BR obtained in the MAM step would not necessarily

equal the sum of the monthly key site flows obtained in the AMM step. This framework

is only used to determine which modelling path appears most promising. The percent

maintenance of the vcv matrices is again used as the basis for judging how well rhe

models perform. The results for both the MAM and AMM models a¡e summarized in

'lable 5.2-

Figure 5.2 : Flow Chart For Framervork #2
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MONTH F M M J s o N D

MAM - Framework #2 (maio¡ basins)

7a YCY
MATNTAINED 100 65 'to 45 55 r00 45 40 60 40 45 50

AMM . Frameryo¡k #2 (key sites)

7o YCY
MAINTAINED 100 50 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 95

Table 5.2 : Partial Summary of Results For Framework #2

Looking at the results for the MAM model it is obvious that reducing the number.

of sites in this step leads to better maintenance of the vcv matrices. The reductions

however, are still too significant to consider using the MAM model to generate monthly

flows for the major basin locations. The AMM model, on the other hand, has excellent

maintenance of the vcv matdces for generating flows at the key sites. Given these

results it is apparent that the AMM modelling option should be investigated further while

the MAM model of the five major basins should be reconsidered, which leads to a third

model framwork.

Framework #3 starts with an MA model for the major basins as in the two

previous frameworks. Two MAM models are then used to generate monthly flows at the

major basin sites and the key sites, as seen in Figure 5.3 below. The first MAM model

generates monthly flows ar rhe sites LWPGPIAO, WPG@SLAVE, SASK@GRAND and

cHR@sIL based on the annual flows for these sites. In the second MAM model the

annual flow at sUMNR+BR is used to generate flows at the key sites as well as

SUMNR+BR itself. This is similar to the AMM model investigated in Framework #2

except that now the monthly flows at sUMNR+BR are explicitly modelled along with the
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key site monthly flows. Local inflows are again modelled using SD methods. The VCV

maintenance percentages for the two MAM models a¡e summarized in Table 5.3.

Figure 5.3 : Flow Chart For Framework #3

Table 5,3 : Partial Summary of Results For Framework #3

SASK@CRAND LWPGPIAO
wPc@sLAvE CHR@SIL

MONTH J ¡' M A M J s o N D

MAM - Framework #3 (4 nqior basins)

?o YCY
MAINTAINÐ 100 55 50 95 100 100 35 45 r00 50 60 45

MAM . Frameryork #3 (key siaes and SIIMNR+BR)

7o YCY
MAINTAINED 100 50 60 90 100 15 '10 44 50 70 75 95
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The results for the MAM model of the four major basins are only slightly better

than those obtained in model Framework lf2 where all five major basins were considered.

A better method of modelling these four sites still needs to be determined. Although the

MAM model for the key sites and SUMNR+BR is similar to the AMM model in

Framework #2, the results for the MAM method ale much worse. This MAM modet

requircs the reduction of 8 mole vcv matrices than the AMM model, with some of these

reductions being very significant. Given this result, the AMM method is the one which

will be used to generate flows for the key sites based on the annual flow at suMNR+BR.

Moving on to Framework #4, an attempt is made to imp'ove the modelring of the

four major basins by creating another artificial site. This new site, called BASINSUM,

is the sum of flows ar LWPGPIAO, WPG@SLAVE, SASK@GRAND and CHR@SIL.

A¡ MA model will be used to generate annual flows at BASINSUM and suMNR+BR

as displayed in Figure 5.4. These two sites have a cross conelation value of 0.566 for

annual flows, which is better than the annual correlations of SUMNR+BR with respect

to the four component sites of BASINSUM. Key site flows are to be obtained using an

AMM model, as recommended from the analysis of Framework #3, Using the AMM

model will produce the same vcv adjustments as summarized in Table 5.2. Monthty

flows at site sUMNR+BR a¡e then simpty the sum of monthly flows at the key sites.

The four major basins are modelled using an AMM model and the annual flo\rr' at site

BAsINsuM. The monthly flows at BASINSUM are then found from summation of the

monthly flows at the foul component sites. Table 5.4 displays how well the vcv
matrices are maintained by using the new site BASINSUM.
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Figure 5.4 : Flow Chart For Framework #4

Only two months show significant VCV adjustments while the remaining months

require none. This is far superior to the results obtained from the MAM model of these

four major basins in Framework #3, as shown in Table 5.4. The modelling options laid

out in Framework #4 produce ¡esults which are very acceptable. This framework will be

used for the generation of synthetic flows for the sites in the Nelson Rive¡ Basin.

MONTH J IF IM IA IMIJ I A slolNlD
AMM .Frameryork #4 (4 major basins)

% vcv
MAINTAINED 100 r00 t00 100 100 100 t00 100 100 45 55 100

Table 5.4 : Partial Summary of Results For Framework #4
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5.3 DETAILED REFINEMEIVI OF MODEL PARÄMETERS

Having selected the model framework, there yet remains the need to consider more

detailed changes to the individual models which may improve the overall modelling

accul'acy. The first models to be considered are the three SD models used to generate

flows at the local inflow sites, which have not been looked at in the preceding discussion.

As in the othel models, the vcv matl'ices must be positive definite in order to obtain

useful sD model parameters. The sPIGor user''s Manual indicates that non-positive

vcV's tend to pose a greater problem in the sD models and thus the program provides

two methods fol adjusting fhe matrices. The other models have no such option. The first

method reduces the contributions of off-diagonal elements 5vo at a time while the second

method reduces the contlibutions of lag-1 corrclations slo at a time. According to the

user's Manual the first method generally works better. For this reason, the off-diagonal

fix is initially used. The parameter estimation results using this method are investigated

to determine which months in each sD model required vcv reductions. parameters are

then re-estimated using a lag-1 method of reduction for those months needing adjustnent

with the off-diagonal method. The method which causes the least amount of reduction

to produce a positive definite vcv is then selected as the one to use for the given month

and model' A summary of the results for these two analyses under each sD model is

provided in Table 5.5.

These results show that reducing the connibution of off-diagonal elements is

indeed the better method of obtaining a positive definite vcv. of the 25 cases in which

the lag-l method was tried, only two instances required less reduction than the off-
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MONTH J F M A M J J A s o N D

SD - Under SUMBR (sites BR2, BR3. BR4)

OFF.DIAG.
7¿ VCV MAINT. 100 100 '75 85 95 100 50 60 90 95 95 95

LAG I
7o VCV MAINT. 60 75 l5 55 55 40 20 65 30

SD . Under SUMNRoT2 (sites NRo, NRl, NR2)

OFF-DIAG.
7o VCV MAINT. 100 75 75 100 100 50 95 100 65 85 95 60

LAG I
7o VCV MAINT. 40 50 l5 30 l5 70 90 10

SD - llnder SUMNR3.8 (sites NR3, NR4, NRs, NR6, NRB)

OFF.DIAG,
70 VCV MAINT. r00 65 100 95 100 100 90 90 80 95 85 60

LAG 1

7¿ VCV MAINT. 25 25 55 75 50 95 55 80

Table 5.5 : Comparison of VCV Ädjustment Methods f,'or SD Models

diagonal option. The first is in July under SUMBR where the percent maintenance went

rrom 507o To 55vo and the second is in December under suMNR3-8 where it improved

ftom 60vo to 807o. In these two cases the lag-1 method will be used to adjust the vcv

matrices while all other months will use the off-diagonal method. From Table 5.5 it may

be seen that in 30 of 36 cases the vcv matrices are maintained at iívo or more. only

two cases require as much as 507o reduction of the vcv. This level of accuracy is

deemed adequate for the needs of the present model.

When modelling any of the sites, it is necessary to detefinine whether or not lag-1

flows should be included in the model for the specific month at the given site. The

parameter estimation module tests both options, lag-o and lag-1, and selects the better of

the two. This is done by choosing the option which has the lower AIC value. In a



number of cases, however, this results in the selection ofa model where the residuals fail

the Filliben test for normality at the 90zo confidence level. These incidents ar.e

investigated to determine if the discarded option might in fact be pr.eferable. This

decision is based on the compal'ison of several descriptive variables from each option.

variables used are the residual Filliben and standald deviation values as well as theR2(Eo)

and AIC values ol each option.

For example, in the AMM model of IVPG@SLAVE for Febnrary a lag_1 model

was selected even though its rcsiduals failed the normality test and the lag-o residuals

passed' The Filliben, R2(7o), AIC and standard deviation values for lag-} arc0.995,39vo,

-112.5 and 0.229, respectively, while the lag-1 option had values of 0.972, 96.3Vo, -220

and 0.057 respectively. Although the lag-1 residuals show poor normality, they account

for only 3.7vo (ie. 100-96.3) of the model as compared to the lag-O case where residuals

make up 6rvo of the model. The lag-l case also has much better AIC and standard

deviation results. Finally, the lag-l Filliben value, 0.972, is only slightly less than the

907o confidence limit of 0.976. considering these results it does appear that the lag-l

model is preferable to the lag-O option, despite the fact that the residuals do not pass the

normality test. This example is quite typical of the cases in which a model was selected

whose residuals failed the Filliben test for normality. That is, in most cases the selected

model had much lower AIC and standard deviation values and significantly larger F(2(vo)

values, For these situations the model selected by the parameter estimation program, lag-

0 or lag- 1, will be used. Eight cases, however, are not as clear cut as the above example,

so the parameter estimation module was re-run using the altemate option for each of these



cases' In 3 of the 8 cases, using the altemate option caused greater reductions of the

vcv for the particular month and model as compared to using the option selected by the

program. The remaining five cases did not affect the VCV adjustment values, and in

each the altemate modelling choice was preferable to the selection made by the program.

The five changes to be made are summarized in Table 5.6.

SITE MONTH ORIGINAI,
SELECTION

MODEL TO
BE USED

CHR@SIL April Las-l Lag-0

NR3 June Las-l Lag-0

NR6 April Las-0 Lag-l

NR8 April Las-0 Lag-1

SUMNR3-8 April Lag-0 Lag-l

Table 5.6 : Lag-O and Lag-l Model Selection Changes

Finally, it is necessary to investigate the methods used to transform the historical

flows at each site for the 13 flow periods. The parameter estimation module attempts to

fit four different distributions to the data and then selects the best fitting distribution as

the method to use to transform the flows. Distributions used are normal, 2 parameter

lognonnal, 3 parameter lognormal and 3 parameter Gamma. For a given site and flow

period, the distribution which has the highest Filliben value is chosen as the one to use

for data transformation. In many instances the selected distribution has a Filliben value

that is very close, or even equal, to one or more of the other distributions. obtaining the

same Filliben value for two or more distributions does not mean that each one fits the

data equally well in all regions of the distribution. one may fit the median flows better
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than extlemes while the next fits the extreme flows better than median flows. The

balance of bettel and worse fits can result in the same, or nearly the same, Filliben values

being obtained. since this study is primarily interested in the low flow rcgime, it is

preferable to use distributions which fit the low flows most closely. This means that in

cases where neally the same or equal Filliben values are obtained the probability plots

need to be compared. The distribution which most closely fits the low flows will be

selected, whethel' it be the same as the one selected by the progr.am or not. Note that a

comparison is made only if an unchosen distribution has a Filliben value within 0.01 of

the Filliben for the selected distribution.

of the 260 data transformations required, 13 flow periods at 20 sites, there were

only 40 cases whele the distribution selected by the program was obviously the best

choice based on the Filliben values. The appropriate probability plots for the remaining

220 transformations were then investigated, and in only 15 cases was it found that

choosing a different distribution might be preferable. The effect of using these altemate

distributions is gauged by re-running the parameter estimation module with the i5

changes and comparing these results with those using the original transformation choices.

This comparison found three cases where choosing a different transformation caused a

significant reduction in the Tovcv maintained in the models corresponding to the specific

site and month. Five other cases produced significantly worse results for either the

Filliben value for residuals, *(7o) or AIC in the models of the specific sites. In these

8 cases the original transformations selected by the program are used. The remaining 7

situations produced results which were either better or not significantly worse than the
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original results. In these 7 cases the alternate distributions are to be used when modelling

the flows, as summarized in Table 5.7.

SITE MONTH
ORIGINAL SELECTION NEW SELECTION

Distribution Fill¡ben Distributíon Filliben

SASK@GRAND July 3 Dar. 0.994 3 oar. e 0.994

cHR@SIL no¡mal o.982 3 0.984

BR3 July 3 par. lognormal 0.991 2 par. lognormal 0.987

BR4 October 2 oar. lopnr 0.984 3 par. lognormal 0.984

NR4 June 3 ¡ar- iosnr 0.984 3 Dar. 0.985

NR8 July 3 Dar. losnormal 0.991 2 o.987

SUMNR3-8 August 3 par. lognormal 0.991 3 par. gamma 0.990

Table 5.7 : Distribution Changes for Transformations

5.4 SUMMARY OF THE SELECTED FRAME\ryORK

The final framework selected uses the set-up shown in Figure 5.4 and incorporates

the recommended changes from lhe previous section. Tables 5.8 and 5.9, on the

following two pages, summarize the option selections made for two major aspects of the

flow generation model which has been selected. Table 5.8 shows the distributions which

are to be used fo¡ transforming the historical data at each station for the 13 flow periods.

The lag-0 and lag-1 model selections are summarized in Table 5.9. Note that the two

sites under the MA model do not have monthly flows strictly modelled according to the

historical values while all other sites do not have the annual flows strictly modelled.

These flow periods are obtained from the summation of those periods which are directly

modelled, which means the historical statistics may not be maintained as closely for these

periods as compared to those that are directly modelled.
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BR3

BR4

NRO

NR1

NR2

NR3

NR4

NR5

NR6

NR8

SUMNR+BR

LWPGPIAO

WPG@SLAVE

SASK@GRAND

CHR@SIL

SUMBR

SUMNROT2

STJMNR3.8

BASINSTJM

l: Normsl 2:2 Par. Log-Normel 3: 3 par. Log-Normal 4: 3 par. Gamma

Table 5.8 : Transformations Used in Final Framework
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BR3

BR4

NRO

NRl

NR2

NR3

NR4

NR5

NR6

NR8

SUMNR+BR

L\ryPGPIAO

wPG@SLAVE

SASK@GRAND

cHR@SrL

SUMBR

SUMNRO12

STJMNR3-8

BASINSUM

-1 : Not Directly Modelled 0 : Lag-O Mod€l I : Las-l Model

Table 5.9 : Summary of Lag-0 and Lag.l Model Selections

Finally' Table 5.10 recaps the percent maintenance of the vcv matrices for all

of the models used in the final framework. Alfhough the modelling options used are

those which were selected in the refined option testing, there are three results in the sD

models which are different than recorded in Table 5.5. The first two are in July and
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November under sUMBR while the third is in september under suMNR3-g. These

changes result from a combination of effects caused by making the alterations suggested

in the refinement of modelling options. The July vcV under suMBR is now at 90zo

rather than 55vo and represents a signifrcant improvement. In November under suMBR

the vcV maintenance decreases fiom 95vo to 90olo while in september under suMNR3-g

the VCV increases from 80o/o to 8570. The decrease for November under suMBR is not

considered major and will not be investigated any further.

MONTH J F M A M J J A s o N D

AMM . 4 Major Basins From BASINSUM

7a YCY
Maintâined 100 100 r00 100 100 100 100 100 100 û 55 100

AMM - Key Sites From SUMNR+BR

Vo YCY
Maintained 100 50 l rx) 100 r00 100 100 lrn 100 t00 100 95

SD - Local Inflorys Under SUMBR

7o YCY
Maintained 100 100 75 85 95 100 s0 60 90 95 90 95

SD - I¡cal Inflory Under SUMNR0I2

Eo VCV
Maintained 100 75 75 r00 r00 50 95 100 ó5 85 9s 60

SD - I¡cal Inflorv Under SUMNR3.8

Eo VCV
Maintained t00 65 100 95 100 100 s0 90 85 95 85 80

Table 5.10: Summary of VCV Maintenance In Final Model
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5.5 GENERATION OF SYNTHETIC FLOWS

Having chosen a model fi.amework and the relevant detailed options, all that

remains is to choose what limits to place on the generated flows and how many sets of

data to generate. Recall that upper and lower limits may be placed on the values that

generated flows may take so that unrealistic flow values will not be generated. The upper

limit for each month at each site is set to be five stanclald deviations from the mean

value. This means that if the flow value generated for a given site in a given month

exceeds the upper bound, then that value will be set equal to the limiting value. with an

upper limit of five standard deviations it is not expected that many of the generated

values will need to be reset at the high end of the distribution. At the low end of the

distribution the generation limit is set equal to zero for all but two of the 20 sites being

modelled. As with the upper bound, this simply means that if negative flows are

generated for these 18 sites then these values are set equal to zero. The number of values

reset, both high and low, was not significant. The two sites which do not have a lower

bound of zero aÍe LWPGPIAO and BASINSUM. As mentioned in Chapter 4,

LWPGPIAO takes into consideration such effects as evaporation on Lake winnipeg which

means that when evaporation is very high the LwpGpIAo value can in fact take on a

negative value. This possibility must be allowed for in the model. Similarty, since

BASINSUM is the summation of all sites including LwpGpIAo, ir is possible for the

BASINSUM value to be negative.

There remains only two modelling options to set before generating synthetic flows.

First, the user must choose how many years of data to generate in a single pass through
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the generation program and second, the user selects how many passes to make through

the genelation program when it is executed. Thus, when FLOGEN is executed it will

generate N sets of data, where each data set rcpresents n years of flows for. all 20 sites.

The selection of these two values is entirely subjective, so it is up to the user to determine

what is sufficient for the analysis being conducted. when choosing what length each data

set should be, it was decided that the synthetic records shoukl be approximately as long

as the historic rccol'd. This allows for the comparison of drought events without having

to consider the effects of largely different record lengths. Since the longest historic

records are 79 years in length, the length of each generated data set is chosen to be g0

years. The number of 80 year data sets to generate should be large enough that a wide

variety of drought events may occur which will allow for a more accurate representation

of drought statistics. The amount of data generated, however, shoulcl not be so larye that

it becomes cumbersome to analyze. Generating 1000 sets of g0 year records for the 20

sites should be sufficient for the classification of droùght events in the Nelson River

Basin,
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CHAPTER 6

ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM \ryIDE DROUGHTS

6.1 APPLYING THE THEORY OF RUNS TO THE BA,SIN

The prcsent investigation is similar to previous analyses in that it applies the

theory of runs for the analysis of streamflow dl.ought. Sever.al past studies have

investigated drought from a legional perspective by considering multiple sites in a lar.ge

homogeneous area (Paulson et al., 1985; Sadeghipour ancl Dracup, 1985; Chang antl

Kleopa, l99l). One common aspect in these studies is that they first determine the

drought characteristics at each individual site and then use the results in the regional

analysis. while the present study is also a regional analysis, it takes a different appr.oach

than the previous studies. The method used considers the basin as a single entity, despite

the fact it is comprised of multiple flow sites, and determines drought characteristics for

the basin as a whole. This approach is taken because of the way the hydrologic and

power generation systems are spatially ananged relative to each other.

Recall from the earlier discussion of the hydrologic system that the four major

inflows to the basin enter either the Lake winnipeg or southem Indian Lake reservoirs.

These major inflows account for approximately 88vo of the water entering the lower

Nelson River wherein 707o of the power production capacity lies. The remaining 30%

of capacity is fairly well dispersed throughout the region. This means that the two

reseryoirs act âs a buffer between the primary inflows and the primary power generating

stations. As far as power generation is concemed, the system is relatively indifferent as



to where the water comes from. when considering the occunence of drought, it is not

necessarily impo|tant to investigate each inflow individually. The effects of one site

having below normal flows may be easily compensated for if other sites are above

normal. It is also important to keep in mind that one aim of this study is to determine

power production levels during severe drought. That is, those periods where it is likely

that most of the inflows are below normal. Investigation of these production levels would

be complicated by individual site analysis since this implicity requires consider.ation of

the concurrence of drought events at each site. Furthermore, such an analysis makes it

difficult to explicitly say when a basin wide drought is occurling. This difficulty may be

seen in the study by chang and Kleopa (1991) where a set of rules are required to

determine the level of drought severity the basin is cunently in. The present study

considers instead the total basin inflow, or the sum of all individual inflows to the system.

This avoids the complication of site-by-site drought analysis and capitalizes on the

system's relative indifference as to where the inflows come from.

Having chosen the method for applying the theory of runs it remains necessary to

select the truncation level that will be used to define drought periods. As indicated in

section 2.3, there are a variety of methods by which the funcation value may be selected,

but the level chosen will depend on the particular system being studied. For the

Manitoba Hydro system there are, as might be expected, several possibilities available.

The truncation value could be chosen based on important flow levels for power generation

and/or reservoir maintenance. Each inflow would first be considered individually to

dete¡mine an appropriate truncation level and then these could be aggregated to get a
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single basin wide truncation value. Using such a method, however, makes it difficult to

consider both mino¡ inflows and the generating stations on the Nelson River, whose flows

are not modelled. Also, this method would be dependent on the system's present

configuration. This means a complete re-analysis of the drought conditions would be

necessary if the system changes, which it definitely will.

Instead, a method is needed which can easily considel all inflows and may be

appropriate for the curuent and future system configurations. Manitoba Hydro commonly

ìises mean flow as a design level for the system, so this would seem to be an appropriate

truncation level. As indicated in the study by Dracup et al. (1980) using mean flow as

a truncation value makes the analysis somewhat more sensitive to extreme events. These

extreme events are of interest for the power generation analysis. Using mean flow as a

threshold also treats each site equitably, whether it's a major or minor inflow. Most

importantly, however, this truncation value is not dependent on the system set-up so the

drought characteristics will not change as the system changes. If a generating station is

added then its contribution to total power production is easily detemrined from the

synthetic flows.

The basin wide monthly mean flows are calculated as the sum of the mean flows

for the sites SUMNR+BR and BASINSUM, as shown in Table 6.1. Note that there a¡e

in fact twelve separate truncation values, one for each month. A single value could be

applied by using the mean annual flow, converted to volume for each month. The

problem with using the mean annual flow is that it can lead to the artificial start or.

termination of drought periods. This problem arises from the fact that some months will
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be, on average, below or above the annual mean flow. Therefore, using mean monthly

flow as truncation level not only considers individual sites equitably, it also treats

individual months in an equitable fashion.

Table 6.1 : Calculation of a Basin \{ide Truncation Value (106m3/month)

6.2 CALCULATION OF GENERÄTED POWER

Having now selected the method for considering drought events from the synthetic

data, it is necessary to consider how estimates of generated power will be made.

calculating how much power is produced at each generating plant obviously requires that

the flows arriving at each plant be known. For the generating stations on the winnipeg

and Saskatchewan Rivers this is simple enough, since these flows have been directly

Month BÀSINSUM SUMNR+BR Truncation
Value (X)

Jan ó583.9 446.0 7029.9

Feb 5840.8 316.4 6157.2

Mar 6572.0 288.6 6860.6

Apr 8832.8 536.3 9369.1

May 11348.8 2t84.2 13533.0

Jun tt242.3 2318.8 13561.1

Jul 10372.3 1793.2 12165.5

Aug 7059.8 1282.4 8342.2

sep 5784.6 r 150.8 6935.4

Oct 6485.4 tt2L.o 7606.4

Nov 6917.4 843.5 7760.9

Dec 7262.2 614.5 7876.7
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modelled and are available in the synthetic data. The Nelson River stations, on the other

hand, pose somewhat of a problem since they depend on release flows from Lake

Winnipeg and/or the Notigi Control Structure. As mentioned previously, it was not

desirable to model these two flows and they are therefore unavailable from the synthetic

data. Before discussing how power generation estimates are made it is necessary to

consider how the Notigi and Lake Winnipeg release flows are estimated.

6,2.1 Estimation Of Notigi Release Flows

Manitoba Hydro operates two control sftuctur€s at Southern Indian Lake which

allows for the diversion of some of the Churchill River flows into the lower reach of the

Nelson River. This diversion enables Hydro to secute more power generation out of its

tfuee largest generating stations. Manitoba Hydro, however, cannot simply divert as much

of the Churchill flows as it desires. Operation of the system is govemed by the various

agreements with local communities and other parties concemed with the regulation of

Southem Indian Lake, as discussed earlier. Primary constraints from these agreements

are on maximum releases allowed at Notigi and minimum release requirements for Missi.

Other constraints include maximum and minimum water surface elevations of Southem

Indian Lake and points downstream of Notigi as well as limits on how rapidly these

surface elevations may be drawn down or brought up. Various penalties, monetary or

othenryise, are incurred for violation of the agreement, except in cases of emergency.

A complete model of the Churchill River Diversion requires consideration of all

of these constraints which would lead to a complex hydrologic model. This level of
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detail is beyond the scope of this study. Instead, only three major constraints are

considered in determining how much water to release through Notigi to the Nelson River.

The first consideration is that minimum releases at Missi must be maintained if possible.

The second consideration is to keep Notigi releases at the licensed maximum or at as high

a level as possible. In older to meet these two objectives, the model allows for the use

of Southen Indian Lake storage. use of storage is constrained by maximum and

minimum lake surface elevations of 847.5ft (258.3m) and g43.5ft (257.lm), r.espectively,

without considelation of draw-do\.vn lates. The available storage volume is 169,000 cFS-

wKS, or approximately 2892.67* 106 m3. The license release limits are shown in Table

6.2, along with the mean monthly flows for the churchill River for comparison.

Month Maximum Notigi
Release

Minimum Missi
Release

Mean CHR@SIL

Jan 2578.76 303.46 2239.4

Feb 2329.21 205.63 1904.8

Mar 2578.76 i51.60 2102.3

Apr 2495.58 146.71 2111.7

May 2654.56 75.80 2609.9

Jun 2568.9 36.81 3 i61.0

Jul 2654.56 38.03 3477.3

Aug 2654.56 38.03 3217.0

sep 2568.9 36.8 r 2789.5

Oct 2654.56 1s 1.60 2769.1

Nov 2495.58 44438 2593.8

Dec 2578.76 379.26 2538.3

Table 6,2 : Notigi and Missi Control Release Flow Constraints (106m3/month)
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calculation of the Notigi releases based on the constraints used is fairly

straightforward, with three basic flow conditions occurring. In the first case, if churchill

inflows exceed the sum of Notigi and Missi limis then the Notigi release is set to the

maximum and all or part of the excess is put to storage with the remainder being ¡eleased

from Missi. The second flow case occurs when the inflows can meet Missi requirements

but are not enough to bring Notigi up to the license limit. when this occurs, storage is

used to bring Notigi up to the limit, or as high as possible. Finally, in the third case, if

inflows are less than the Missi minimum then storage is first used to bring Missi releases

up to the minimum. Any storage left over is used to maximize Notigi releases. The

exact method for calculating the releases may be found in the program code provided in

Appendix B. Figure 6.1 shows a comparison of the historic and estimated releases at
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Figure 6.1 : Comparison of Historic and Esitímated Notigi Release Flows
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Notigi for the yearc 1972 to 1991. This graph clearly shows that the described estimation

procedure performs very well despite its simplified representation of the system. The

estimated flows match the historic for most flow conditions when water is sufficient, and

follow the histolic very closely during low flow conditions. comparison of releases for

the remainder of the historic period pfoduces similar. results but is not shown here in

order to maintain clality.

6.2.2 Estimation Of Lake \{iruripeg Release Flows

Lake Winnipeg is Manitoba Hydro,s most important rese.oir.. The size of the

lake means it can be used to significantly reduce the impact of extreme flow conditions,

either on the high or low ends. As in the case of southern Indian Lake, however,

Manitoba Hydro has various constraints placed upon it which govem the operation of the

Lake wiruripeg Reservoir. There are maximum and minimum lake levels Manitoba

Hydro attempts to operate within, as well as preferred lake levels which it attempts to

maintain. Also, Manitoba Hydro has maximum and minimum release flows that it prefers

to operate between. Besides these considerations, the management of the reservoir is

affected by other factors such as long range forecasts of precipitation conditions and

power demand. For example, if a very dry summer is predicted then Manitoba Hydro

may decide to impound a larger than usual portion of the spring run-off, as was rhe case

in the spring of 1993. The ensuing summer of 1993 tumed out to be wetter than normal

which meant some of the stored water had to be rapidly released to provide room for

flood control. The management of Lake winnipeg is significantly more complex than the
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management of Southem Indian Lake. Attempting to accurately model Lake Winnipeg,s

hydrologic and management system is far beyond the scope of this study. Instead, Lake

Winnipeg rcleases are estimated using a simplified repr.esentation of the system

The two major constraining factors utilized to estimate releases are limits on lake

surface elevation and release flow. Since r.egulation began in 1976, Manitoba Hydro has

attempted to keep the surface elevation between the licence maximum of 7 l5ft (217 .9m)

and the licence minimum of 711ft (216.7), although it tends to fluctuate mostly between

the levels of 7l3ft (217,3m) and 714ft (217.6m). The second constlaint consists of a

plefened maximum release which Hydro attempts not to exceed and a prefened minimum

which Hydro tries to operate above. Hydro may exceed the maximum or go below the

minimum in cases of emergency. Unlike the operation policy at Notigi, Hydro does not

attempt to keep Lake Winnipeg releases at or near the maximum level. The preferred

minimum flow is 707.9 cms (1896.04*10óm3 per month) while the prefened maximum

is 4247 .5 cms ( I 1375.16* 106m3 per month). Total stomge capacity between the

elevations 71lft and 715ft is approx imately 30337.7* 106 m3. At full storage there is

enough water to meet the minimum release for 16 months, assuming inflow and

evapofation were equal.

Total inflow available for outflow (TIAO) is simply rhe sum of the pIAO flows

and flows from the Winnipeg and Saskatchewan Rivers. Through the pIAO value, the

TIAo takes into consideration the effects of losses due to evaporation. Three potential

TIAO conditions exist. TIAO may be less than ttre minimum preferred release, greater

than the maximum or somewhere between the two. In the first two cases, operation of
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the system depends upon the current state of storage. For the third situation, the

operation policy is dependent upon the state of storage as well as the month in which the

given flow occurs, which makes it somewhat more complex than the other two.

When the inflow is less than the preferred minimum, then stotage is used to

augment the rclease flow. If the cuffent surface level is over 713ft the amount taken from

storage is equal to the flow deficit (minimum - TIAO) plus a percentage of any excess

storage over the target elevation. The percentage of excess released depends on how

large the excess is. If storage is between 71lft and 7l3ft, fhe amount taken from storage

is equivalent to the flow deficit up to the point wherc storage is brought down to 711ft.

In cases where storage is at 7l1ft, the total outflow is equated to TIAO, unless TIAO is

negative, in which case the lake is dlawn below 71lft and releases are brought up to one

half of the minimum prefened release flow. This last situation is a policy that avoids

drawing down below the minimum elevation until absolutely necess¿ny. The next two

inflow conditions consider months where TIAO is greater that the minimum release. If

the storage is below 71lft in either one of these cases, then all the excess TIAO over the

minimum ¡elease will automatically be put into storage.

The second inflow conditions is when TIAO is greater than the maxirnum

prefened release. when this occurs, the excess flow will be retained in storage up until

the storage level reaches an eleveation of 7l5ft. After the maximum storage has been

reached then Lake winnipeg outflow will equal rIAo. This model assumes that 7l5ft

is an absolute maximum storage level, since Manitoba Hydro doesn't intend to let the lake

exceed this level, and this allows releases to exceed the maximum in some instances.
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The third and final inflow condition is when TIAO is between the prefened release

limits. In January, February and March the amount of release depends on what the state

of storage is relative to the target of713ft. If storage is above 7i3ft then Lake winnipeg

release is equal to TIAO, letting storage stay above 713ft. lvhen storage is below 7l3ft

a percentage of rIAo above the minimum release will be retained in storage in order to

bring it closer to 7l3ft. For the months of April to July, the release policy is the same

except that a target storage elevation of 7r4ft is used rather that 7l3ft In the last 5

months, excess flow is put to storage only if the lake has been drawn down below 71lft.

If storage in these months is above 713ft then the releases are equal to TIAO plus a

percentage of the excess storage. The exact methods used for this inflow case and the

previous two are described in the program code, provided in Appendix B

The release policies outlined above are designed to produce reasonable estimates

of Lake Winnipeg Total Outflow (LWTO). Estimates of historic releases using the

defined methods are not compared to the actual regulated outflows. such a comparison

would be misleading since a simplified model can not possibly capture the historic

regulation of Lake winnipeg. Similarly, comparison of release statistics such as mean

and variance are not justified since the simplified model is not set up to reproduce these

values. ln any case, attempting to maintain the releases between the two limits suggests

that these statistics are nor necessarily meaningful.

6.2,3 Converting Flow To Generated Power

Using the synthetically generated data along with the estimated Lake Winnipeg
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and Notigi release flows, it is possible to determine the volume of water passing through

each generating station in the Manitoba Hydro system. Exact determination of the power

generated at each site would require that forebay and tailrace elevations also be known

at each station in each month. To get these elevations would require a detailed

hydrologic model of the entire system operated by Manitoba Hydro. As indicated in the

two proceeding sections, the development of such hydrologic models is beyond the scope

of this study. Instead, power generation estimates are made using flow-to-power

conversion factors which have been developed by Manitoba Hydro based on historic

records. These factors simply assume that a given amount of flow at a par.ticular site will

produce a certain amount of power. This is a method used by Manitoba Hydro in its own

power generation studies. Table 6.3 shows the flow-to-power conversion factors used for

each of the generating stations within the system.

Although Manitoba Hydro may spill some of the flow reaching a generating

station, this study assumes that all of the flow is put towards power generation. This is

a realistic assumption since it is in Manitoba Hydro's best interest to use all available

flows for power production during drought periods. The flow at each generating station

is determined by summation of the flows from the appropriate upstream sites and

estimated releases as shown in Table 6.3. The selection of these sites is fairly obvious

when referring to Figures 4.1 and 4.2. Note that the six winnipeg River stations,

although listed individually, are heated as one station having an inflow equivalent to the

winnipeg River flow at slave Falls. Alother special case occurs when considering the

Jenpeg generating station.
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Generating
Station

Flow-to.Power
Factor (MW1000cfs)

Inflow
Site(s)

Point du Bois 3. i6 WPG@SLAVE

Slave Falls 2.01 WPG@SLAVE

Seven Sisters 4.24 WPG@SLAVE

McArthur 1.75 WPG@SLAVE

Great Falls 3.93 WPG@SLAVE

Pine Falls 2.81 WPG@SLAVE

Winnipeg R. Total 17.96 WPG@SLAVE

Grand Raoids 9.26 SASK@GRAND

Jenpeg 2.16 LWTO

Kelsey 4.05 LWTO + SUMNRO12

Kettle 7.11 Kelsey+Notigi release+
SUMBR + NR(3,4)

Long Spruce 6.09 Kettle + NR5

Limestone 7.89 Long Spruce + NR6

Table 6.3 : Generating Station Inflow Sites and production Coefficients

Jenpeg gets its flow from Lake Winnipeg releases as well as local inflow

represented by site NRO. Po¡tions of these two flows, however, do not reach Jenpeg.

The East channel diverts part of these two flows from playgreen Lake upstream of

Jenpeg to Cross Lake downstream of Jenpeg. The amount of Lake Winnipeg outflow

bypassing Jenpeg can range from 107o during high flow conditions to as much as 50Zo

under low flow conditions. To account for this effect, it is assumed that none of the NRO

flow passes through Jenpeg while all of the Lake winnipeg release flow does. This will

lead to a slight overestimation of Jenpeg production under low flow conditions. The

amount of overestimation, however, is reasonably small. For example, in the worst
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historic drought, the system wide power production is estimated to be l950Mlv. If only

50vo of Lake wimipeg releases reached Jenpeg, the estimated total production would be

close to 1910MW, which means the estimate may be 2vo higher than expected. Note that

the error is likely somewhat less than 2vo snce NRO flows have not been included and

that possibly more than 507o of release reached Jenpeg. This level of en or is deemed to

be well within acceptable limits.

Finally, power production levels for the historic period are obtained by estimating

historic Lake wimipeg and Notigi releases using the methods defired in sections 6.2.1

and 6.2.2 n conjunction with the generation procedure described above. Manitoba Hydro

has estimates of histolic release flows and power procluction based on the current system

configuration, but those values are not directly used in this study. The historic values are

calculated by the methods described so that the historic and synthetic data may be

compared on an equal basis. Manitoba Hydro, however, conducted an independent

analysis to compare the mean power production levels obtained using their own

techniques and those used here. Their analysis confirmed that the drought periods and

powef generation levels identified in this study are in good agreement with the Manitoba

Hydro estimates. Mean power generation levels for extreme drought events were within

100M\,V of each other. (Personal Communication, Harold Surminski p.Eng,31105194).

Based on this comparison, Manitoba Hydro has confirmed that the estimation procedures

used in the present study will produce acceptable and meaningfrrl results.



6,3 CHARÁ,CTERIZÄTION OF DROUGHTS

6.3.1 Drought Exceedence Probability

The three drought parameters calculated by applying the theor.y of runs are

severity, duration and magnitude. Any one of these three might be used in order to

conduct a drought frequency analysis, although the parameter selected should be

meaningful for the system under investigation. The magnitu<le of an event is a poor.

parameter for the cuüent system because the difference between events is blumed with

the division of severity by length. For example, a one month drought could have the

same magnitude as a six month event. It should be apparent, however, that the six month

event has more severe implications for reservoir depletion and power generation.

similarly, drought dulation is not a good parameter to use. Although one expects longer

droughts to have a greater impact on a system, a drought of relatively short duration can

be much more critical than a longer lasting event. The final parameter, drought severity,

provides the best possibility for comparing different droughts in the Nelson River basin.

This parameter is also a practical drought descriptor for Manitoba Hydro since it allows

for easy comparison of available storage capacity and the frequency of different drought

severity levels. The ability to easily compare these two values is useful since the power

generation system relies so heavily on the two main reservoirs.

The exceedence probability for each drought severity is detemined through the

use of the Weibull plotting position formula which is given as;
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^m-ekc n + 7 t6.11

v'theÍe m - order number of drought event and n : total number of events. The order

numbers for the events are found by sorting the drought severities in descending order.

Although more úgorous theoretical distr.ibutions such as the pearson Type 3 and

Exponential are available, it has been decided that the weibull formula is suffrcient for

the purpose of this analysis. In their 1985 rcpofi, Paulson et al. ndicate that there is not

necessarily any significant advantage to using a theoretical formula as opposecl to a

graphical method. These authors use the weibull formula to calculate the exceedence

probabilities associated with drought severities as will be done in the present analysis.

A similar study by Sadeghipour antl Dracup (1985) also uses the Weibull formula

to obtain exceedence probabilities for drought events. In their.analysis the authors use

the exceedence probabilities to calculate retum periods for different drought severities.

These return period are calculated as the inverse of the exceedence value multiplied by

the 'expected time period of a low-flodhigh-flow cycle' of the hydrologic time series

(Sadeghipour ancl Dracup, 1985). It is not explained exactly why this method is used.

The typical method of deterrnining the retum period is to simply take the inverse of the

exceedence value associated with a particular event. This is the procedure that will be

used to determine retum periods for the current investigation.

For the historic period the exceedence values are calculated based solely on the

events obtained from the available record. Exceedence probabilities for the synthetic

droughts on the other hand are calculated based on all of the events obtained from the
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1000 sets of 80 year records. This means that while severities were calculated

individually for each 80 year record, the severities obtained are then lumped together for

the purpose of calculating exceedence values. Doing this is analogous to having

approximately 80000 years of flow data where in every 80 years there is a gap in the

recold. In such a case it could be assumed that the flows arc drawn from the same

distlibution but the calculation of drought characteristics cannot be canied over the gap

in the data.

6.3.2 Porver Generation Levels During Droughts

The second part of this investigation considers the generation of hydro-electric

power in the Nelson River basin during drought periods. There are two values which will

be used to investigate Manitoba Hydro's power production levels under these adverse

conditions. The first value is the mean power generation level over the course of an

entire drought period. Obviously, during a dtought the amount of power that can be

generated will fluctuate just as flow levels will fluctuate. At some times during a drought

it may be possible to meet the demand fo¡ power while at others demand ca¡¡ot be met.

Mean power generation levels, however, provide an indication of the overall capacity to

rneet demand and how much power it may be necessary to import when production is too

low. The second value considered is the lowest six month average power generation level

during an event. This value is used to provide an indication of generating conditions

during the most severe period of a drought. For droughts lasting six months or less the

lowest six month average is simply set equal to the mean generation level of the event.
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while the lowest single month of power production could be used to quantify the most

severe period, it is felt that the six month average will provide a better indication of the

worst part of a drought. Also, this average will smooth out the effects of anomalously

low months of production as well as any inaccuracies incurred through the use of the

simplified flow models discussed earlier'. Although the overall mean and the lowest six

month mean can be compared with drought severity, no attempt will be made to try and

relate the mean generation levels with the exceedence probabilities associated with each

severity' such a compalison cannot be justified and is likely to be more misleading than

informative.
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CHAPTER 7

DISCUSSION OF DROUGHT ANALYSIS RESULTS

7.1 APPLICATION OF THE THEORY OF RUNS

In Chapter 3 it was mentioned that the SPIGOT program pr.ovides the VALDAT

module in order to check the performance of the selected model ÍÌamework. This

validation tool is based on the principles of the theory of runs, the same theory used in

the present analysis to censor droughts from the various flow records. Although

VALDAT utilizes the theory of n¡ns, it is not used to validate the synthetic data generated

for this study because of a problem created by different lengths of historic flow records.

When applying the theory of runs to the entire basin using VALDAT, the module only

uses the concurrent periods of record between the major and minor inflow sites. This

means that the data from 1912-1956 at the major sites are not considered in the validation

although they are used in developing a model. Excluding more than half the data

available for the major sites in this fashion could lead to apparent discrepancies between

the synthetic and historic droughts in the analysis. For this reason, the synthetic data are

validated using the results obtained from applying the theory of runs as discussed in

section 6.1. The method proposed in section 6.1 utilizes different truncation levels for

the periods 1912-1956 and 1957-1990, thus using all of the historic data.

The performance of the theory of runs must be verified first before the theory is

used to verify the quality of the synthetic data. The theory is verified by checking that

it identifies those historic periods which Manitoba Hydro has noted as being critical to



the power generation network. In its first study of long-term streamflow data, Manitoba

Hydro investigates the period of record fuom 1912-1967 and identifies three critical low-

flow periods. The first extended dry per.iod is 1921-1933, the second is in the late

1930's, particularly the years 1939-1941 and rhe third dly peliorl is 1960-1962 (Maniroba

Hydro, 1988). The second study of long-term strcamflow conside's the period fiom t96g-

1988 and two critical dry periods are identified. The fhst is 1981-1982 and the second

begins in 1987 and was still in effect up until the report's publication date in May of

1990. of the dry periods mentioned, the drought of 1939-1941 was the most severe and

is thus used by Manitoba Hydro as the criterion on which dependable flow and generation

expansion are based (Manitoba Hydro, 1988).

Application of the theory of runs to the historic data identified I 14 drought events.

Note that the dates of occurence for the historic events may be found in Appendix C

along with all the relevant drought parameters, exceedence probabilities and power

generation levels which are used throughout this chapter. Four of the five major drought

periods mentioned above were also found to be critical single drought events in rhis

analysis. The one exception is for the dry period of 1921-1933. This 13 year period is

not identified as a single drought by definition of the theory of runs. These years,

however, are marked by frequent periods of below average flow, some of which are quite

significant. A comparison of the remaining four periods is shown in Table 7.1. The rank

of the drought events is found by sorting the droughts in ascending order by severity, so

that the most severe event has a rank of 1 14. This table shows that three of the four dry

periods noted by Manitoba Hydfo tum out to be the three most sevefe events identified
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in the drought analysis. The basin wide application of the theory of runs has identified

exactly those periods deemed critical by Manitoba Hydro. This result indicates that the

method of drought analysis chosen will accurately censor those droughts that are critical

to Manitoba Hydro from the synthetic data.

Manitoba
Hydro

Droughts

Theory of Runs Severity
( 10óm3 )

Rank Length
(months)

Start
(mon/yr)

End
(mon/yr)

1939-41 9/38 9/41 123924 t14

1960-62 6t60 5/62 46224 It2 24

t 981-82 3/81 4/82 32189 i09 14

r 987-90 5/87 4t90 981 10 113 36

Table 7.1 : Validation For the Theory of Runs Analysis

The drought analysis results shown in Table 7.1 merit some further consideration.

As shown in the table, the 1981-1982 event has a rank of 109 while the i960-1962 is

ranked 112, which means only two of the six most severe events are not shown. The

event that ranked 110 was 27 months long, lasting from 5/1936 until 2/1938, and had a

severity of 39,895x 106m3. Compring the dates between this drought and the most severe

event shows that there was only one month, August, separating the two droughts. While

these events are seen as separate according to the theory, the occur¡ence of the first event

will severely impact Manitoba Hydro's ability to generate power during the second

drought. It should be obvious that the first drought will greatly reduce the amount of

water available in the Lake Wimipeg and Southem Indian Lake reservoirs. The drought

that ranked 111'h was 20 months long, lasting ftom 4/1929 until lll1930, and had a
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severity of 45,384*106m3. Note that this event occurs at the tail end of the lg21-1g33

dry period menroned in the 1988 report from Manitoba Hydro. Further consideration

of the dates for the two droughts above and the most severe event f¡om Table 7.1 reveals

that three of the five worst droughts on record occur¡ed between the years 1929 and, 1941.

Having veúfied the performance of the basin wide application of the theory of

runs, the theory can now be used to verify that the genefated flow data produce drought

events that a¡e reæonable. This verification is accomplished by comparing the synthefic

drought parameters with those obt¿ined from the historic ¡ecord.

The 1000 sets of synthetic flow data contained 110665 separate drought events,

a numbe¡ of which were longer and more severe than the 1939-4l drought. lvhile the

performance of the theory of runs could be checked by direct comparison of the dates,

verification of the gene¡ated data cannot use di¡ect numerical comparison due to the large

number of synthetic events. For this reason, the historic and synthetic drought parameters

are compared graphically, similar to the method used by vALDAT. Figure 7.1, on page

86' provides a comparison of the historic and synthetic drought severities relative to the

length of the events. The synthetic drought severities plot well against the historic events,

having a similar average increase in drought severity wìth increasing drought length. The

plot does not indicate that there is a significant shift in the relationship of drought severity

to drought length when comparing the hrstoric to the synthetic data sets. while there is

a thtd drought parameter, magnitude, it is not used for graphicar comparison since it is

a function of the other two parameters. If the comparison of severity and length is

favourable then the same will be true for the comparison of magnitude relahve to its
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component parameters. Exceedence probabilities for the historic drought severities are

calculated based on the historic and synthetic data sets and comparison of these values

also confirms the adequacy of the flow generation model. These lesults are discussed

further in the following section.

Figure 7.I also shows that many of the synthetic droughts wer.e significantly

longer than the longest histolic event which had a duration of 37 months. This might

seem to indicate that the synthetic data are generating too many long duration droughts.

However, the 37 month historic dr.ought was pr.eceded by a 2T month dtought and these

two events wer€ separated by only one month of above average flow. If not for ttris one

month, an historic drought of 65 month duration may well have been realized. So, while

a large number of synthetic events arc larger that 37 months, only 19 events are 65

months or longer. It does not seem unreasonable to have synthetic droughts with

durations that are much longer than 37 months.

While verifying the performance of the flow generation model, the relationship

of drought severity to length shown in Figure 7.i also displays the advantage of using

synthetic data in a drought investigation. The plot of the historic values shows that as

the length of the event inc¡eases the severity also tends to increase. what the historic

values do not show very clearly, however, is the wide range of drought severities possible

for each drought length, particularly as the length becomes significant. This is due to the

fact that there is simply not enough time available in the historic record for such a wide

range of possibilities to be realized. The synthetic records, on the other hand, provide a

long time period over which widely ranging drought severities can develop. For example,
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synthetic droughts of 10 months duration had severifies that went from approximately

7,000*106m3 to 50,000*106m3, a spread of about 43,000*i06m3. As the rength increæes,

the spread between the lowest and highest severity increases. At a length of 50 months,

the lowest and highest severities are approximately 100,000*106m3 and 1g5,000x106m3

respectively, a difference of nearly 85,000*106m3. conversely, a drought with a given

severity might occur over significantly diffe¡ent time periods. For example, a drought of

approximately 40,000*106m3 0ccurred over periods as short as g months and as 10ng as

36 months. Although these results might be intuitively expected, the degree of variability

displayed cannot possìbly be found using the historic data alone. Note that in this

synthetic piot, like the historic, the relationship between severity and length becomes

more ill-defined at the extreme levels of severity. tiVith the synthetic plot, however, these

exfeme severity levels will prove to be quite rare occurences. These results might aiso

suggest that modelling decreæes for more exheme events, but this is not investigated.

In the case of drought severity and length it wæ shown that the synthetic data

provides a better picture of the relationship and the same is fue when investigating the

relationship of magnitude to both length and severity. Figvre 7 .2, on page g7, shows the

synthetic drought magnitudes plotted against the drought lengths. what this plot shows

is that while the drought severity increases with drought length, the magnitude does not.

Instead, the graph indicates that æ drought length ìncreases the minimum magnitude

values inc¡ease and the manmum values dec¡ease, that is, the spread between minimum

and maximum magnitude tends to dec¡ease with longer drought duration. Recall that the

spread berween maximum and minimum severity tended to inc¡eæe w-ith the drought
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length. considering these two results together suggests that the range of severity

increases at a decreasing rate. The trend of increasing minimum magmtude and

decreasing maximum could be expected if one conside¡s drought magnitude in terms of

flow. A small magnitude means the flows did not deviate very far from the mean and

large magnitudes indicate large deviations from the mean flow. In order to get a long

drought with a low magnitude the flows would have to be close to the mean for a

prolonged period. over a long duration, however, it is more probable that the flows

would either drop and lead to a drought of greater magnitude, or the flows would rise and

terminate the drought. similarly, a long event with a high magnitude means that very low

flows would have to persist for an extended duration. These very low flows have a small

probabiìity of occurence on a monthly basis and the probability that they would occur

successively over a long time period becomes even smaller. Such low flows might occur

over short periods but would eventuaily give way to larger drought flows which will

reduce the drought magnitude. st¿tisticat theory dictates that high and low drought

magnitudes become less and less probable as the drought length increases. This, however,

does not mean it cannot happen, æ evidence by the two high points at drought lengths

of 73 and 63 months, where these are the wo¡st and second worst synthetic events,

respectively.

The final relationship to be considered is that of magnitude to severity, æ shown

in Figure 7.3 on page 89. This plot does not reveal anything that has not already been

discussed. As with Figure 7 .2, tttts figure shows an increæing minimum magmtude and

decreasing maximum magnitude. with increases in severity, the banded effect shown by
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the data points is merely a result of measuring the drought length in whole number

increments. Each band represents a dfought ofa specific length, with the left most band

being one month and then increasing from left to right.

Although the discussion up to this point has focused on graphical representation

of the l'esults, some of the actual historic and synthetic drought parameter. values should

be compared. At the low end of severity scale, for both the historic and synthetic data,

there are many dloughts that arc of little or no consequence to rhe Manitoba Hydro

system. For example, the smallest historic dr.ought had a sever.ity of 2+ l0óm3 and

occuned in the month of September, a month where the mean basin flow is

6,935.4* 106m3. This deficit is slightly less than 0.037o. Droughts having this small a

severity, and even those that are somewhat larger, can very easily be alleviated by use of

water stored in the reservoirs even when they are not at full capacity. If both Lake

winnipeg and southem Indian Lake are at maxi¡rum reservoir. elevations then the amount

of stored water available is approximately 33,000* 106m3. were Lake winnipeg allowed

to drop below the minimum reservoir elevation of 71lft (216.7 m) to as low as 709ft

(216.2 m), which it could in the most severe droughts, the maximum available storage

could be as much as 48,000*106m3.

At the othe¡ end of the scale, Figure 7,1 shows that the synthetic data contains a

number of droughts that are of longer duration and greater severity than the historic

events. The most severe historic event had a severity of 123,924x r06m3 and the worst

synthetic drought is a little less than 3 times larger with a severity of 366,56g*106m3.

while the largest historic events are also the longest, the same is not tlïe for the synthetic
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data, as can be seen ÍÌom Table 7.2 which lists the 5 most severe synthetic events. The

two longest events lasted 89 months and while they are among the 5 most severe events

they arc not the two worst events. Instead, the worst event is 16 months shorter and

second wolst drought is fully 26 months shorter. The 63 month drought and the worst

89 month dlought are quite close in severity despite having very different durations. The

differcnce between these two events is reflected by the significantly different clrought

magnitudes they have.

Severity
( 106m3 )

Length
( months )

Magnitude
( 10óm3/mon )

366568 73 5022

29M99 63 4675

293113 89 3293

276557 8l 3414

270520 89 3040

Table 7.2: Drought Parameters for the Five Most Severe Synthetic Drougths

7.2 PROBABILITY ÀNALYSIS

After calculating the drought parameters for the historic and synthetic data sets the

task of obtaining exceedence probabilities is quite simple. The drought severities are

sorted in descending o¡der and Equation 6.1 is applied to the two separate data sets,

Figures 7'4 and 7.5 show plots of the probability of exceedence @oE) values calculated

for the histo¡ic and synthetic drought severities respectively. Both figures clearly display

the same basic shape. The exceedence values drop very rapidly in the drought severity
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range 0-10,000*106m3. The PoE values then enter a transition phase from approximately

1 0,000-50,000* 10óm3 and above this range the PoE values are quite small in both cases.

These two glaphs show that a major portion of the drought occurrences are of small

severity relative to the design drought. The drought severity with a 50zo poE for the

historic and synthetic data sets are approximately 1,730x106m3 and 1,920*106m3

rcspectively. With a maximum available storage capacity of about 33,000* t06m3 it is

apparent that the Manitoba Hydfo reservoirs should be able to compensate for a large

percentage of potential flow deficits, even if the rcservoiLs arc not at maximum storage

levels. At a drought severity level of 33,000* l0óm3 the historic poE is approximately

5.1vo while the synthetic PoE is about 4.77o. Althotgh the maximum available storage

could cover 957o of drought events, the actual number of events fully covered by the

reservoirs would be lower. The percentage would be lower because in many cases it will

not be possible to fill the reservoirs between drought events. This means that a drought

of rclatively small severity might not be alleviated and which could then lead to a

significant shortfall in power generation.

While the probability plots shown in Figures 7 .4 and 7 .5 definitely have the same

shape they are not identical, which is apparent by the differing severity and poE values

given above. Exceedence probabilities for the historic drought severity values can be

determined flom the synthetic data by using simple linear interpolation. The use of linear

interpolation will have a very small en'or, even for the curved portion of the graph in

Figure 7.5, since the synthetic data points are very close together in this area. The

exceedence probabilities associated with the historic severities can then be plotted against
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each other as shown in Figure 7.6, The diagonal line in this figure represents the line of

equality between the two axes. Above the line the historic poE is larger than the

synthetic value and below the line the historic poE is smaller. Although more of the

points plot below the line, the data points do not show any significant shifts away from

the Iine of equality. If the flow model was performing poorly, then one would expect to

see a large shift away from the diagonal line either in one direction or the other. For

example, if the synthetic records contained a high proportion of low severity droughts,

then the synthetic PoE values for the historic severities would decrease far more rapidly

than the historic PoE values. such a difference would not be readily apparent when

looking at a graph like Figure 7.1 where the historic and synthetic drought parameters are
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Figure 7.6 : comparison of Historic and synthetic Exceedence probabilities for
the Historic Drought Severities
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compafed. The fact that the data plots close to the line of equality suggests that the

modelling procedure adequately represents the basin wide flow regime and, more

importantly, the basin wide drought characteristics.

The severity level of interest for this study is that obtained fiom the 1939-1941

drought period in the historic record since this is the event Manitoba HycLo uses as the

basis fol dependable flow and genelation expansion. As noted pleviously, this was the

most severe drought in ttre historic tecord. Since this is the lalgest historic severity it will

obviously have the lowest PoE value from the historic fecord. It has been shown that

the flow simulation is providing a good representation of the system. Therefore, if the

PoE value obtained for the drought of record based on historic events is statistically

con€ct then one would expect to find a similar poE value for this severity level based

on the synthetic data. As it tums out, however, the synthetic record predicts a lower poE

for this event. That is, according to the synthetic record, this event would be much rarer

in its occurrence than might be expected based on 79 years of historic d,ata. 'lable 7.3

shows the drought parameters and PoE values obtained for the drought of record and the

two synthetic severities that bracket this event. The historic poE value for the drought

of record is approximately 4.6 times greater than the synthetic poB. This means that the

historic value will produce a much shorter estimate for the reh¡m period of the event.

while bottr PoE values show that the drought is quite rare, it may be easier to see the

difference by comparing the retum periods obtained for the drought.
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Event Severity
( 106m3 )

Length
( months )

Magnitude
(106m3/mon)

Historic
POE

Synthetic
POE

Synthetic 12367'1 41 3017 0.001898

Historic 123924 37 3349 0.00896 0.001894

Synthetic 124283 39 3187 0.001889

Table 7.3 : Comparison of the Drought of Record and the Synthetic Droughts at
the Equivalent Severity Level

The return period for the different severities cannot be calculated by simply

inverting the PoE values. This is because the number ofdata points exceeds the number

of years of recold, as opposed to a study of maximum an¡ual flows wher.e a single value

is drawn from each year. Invelting the PoE values obtained in this analysis gives the

recurrence interval of the event in terms of drought periods. For example, a drought

severity with a POE of 0.2 has a recuffence interval of 5 drought periods, that is, one in

every five dlought periods is expected to equal ol exceed the given severity level. In

order to get the expected recurrence interval in years one must first calculate the average

length of weldry cycles in the record. The historic record has 114.5 weldry cycles in

948 months, giving an average cycle length of 8.28 months. In the synthetic record there

are 110,665 droughts, so there must be the same number of weldry periods plus or minus

0.5. Over 960,000 months the 0.5 makes little difference so a value of i 10,665 is

assumed and the average length of a cycle in the synthetic data is 8.67 months, slightly

longer than the historic value. The time of recunence between the end of an event and

the beginning of an equal or larger event is found by multiplying the average cycle length

by the drought period recunence interval minus 0.5. Table i .4 displays the recur¡ence

intervals obtained for the drought of record based on historic and synthetic poE values.
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Data Set POE WelDry
Cycle

( months )

Recurrence Intervals

No. Cycles No, of Years

Historic 0.008696 8.28 115 79

Synthetic 0.001894 8.67 528 381

Table 7,4 : Recurrence Intervals for the Drought of Record

Since the 1939-1941 drought was the most severe in the historic lecord it was

obvious that it would have a retun period of 79 year.s without having to per.form any

calculations. The synthetic value gives a much longer retum interval for this event and

suggest that the historic estimate for the return period is quite conservative. Although the

retum period for this basin wide severity is estimated to be approximately 380 years, this

does not necessarily mean that each flow site in the basin is experiencing a drought with

this long a recunence interval. The individual sites could in fact be experiencing

droughts with a much shorter retum period rhis number indicates that the combination

of individual deficits that produced such a large basin wide severity is quite rare. Note

that other retum periods might be obtained if a different model framework were used or

if a different number of data sets were generated. one would, however, expect to see the

sysnthetic data produce a longer retum period for the drought of record even if another

ftamework or different amount of data wele used.

7.3 POWDR GENERATION ANALYSIS

Average power generation levels are determined for each drought period overall

and for the lowest six months of generation during a drought. These generation values
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can then be plotted against the different drought parameters for both the historic and

synthetic records. In the previous section it was shown that while the historic data

provides an indication of the relationships, the synthetic results provide a better picture

of variability in these relationships. This is also true for the investigation of power

generation levels during drought periods.

consider first the relationship of mean generation tevels with respect to the length

of a drought event. In Figure 7.7 the historic generation levels a¡e plotted together for

comparison. Obviously, for droughts of 6 months duration or less the two mean

generation values are equal. As drought length increases past six months the difference
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Figure 7.7 : Relationship Between Mean Generation Levels and Drought Length
for the Historic Data
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between the two averages also appears to increase. For the four events longer than 20

months, the overall mean generation is approximately 600 Mw higher than the lowest 6

months. The data in this plot show a large range of variability at shon drought lengths

and it is expected that the same would be true for longer droughts, although the historic

values do not show it. Thìs variability is seen in plots of the synthetic data as shown in

Figures 7.8 and 7.9 on pages 100 and 101 respectively. The largest degree of variabilìty

is seen at the short drought lengths and the range decreases rapidly up to a drought length

of 10 to 12 months fo¡ both graphs. This is due to the rapid decrease in the maximum

mean generafion values up to 10 or i2 months. These values decrease much more slowly

thereafter. The minimum average values, on the other hand, do not show any real trends

in one direction or anotåer.

The difference between the overall mean generation levels and the corresponding

lowest six month averages is not apparent from Figures i .8 and 7 .9. plotting the lowest

six month average against the overall mean, however, shows how large a difference there

can be between the two values as seen in Figure 7.10 on page 102. ln this figure, the

sfaight line represents droughts of six months du¡ation or less since the average

generation values are the same for these events. poi¡ts below the line a¡e those cases

where the lowest six month average is less than the overall average. The graph ciearly

shows that there were no droughts longer than six months with a generation level in

excess of 3800 MW. Below this level is when diffe¡ences between the two averages start

to appear. As the mean generation level decreases from 3g00 MW to approximately 3100

Mw the maximum difference between the two averages increases. At mean generation
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levels below 3100 Mw the maximum difference appears to stay relatively constant. The

largest difference between the overall mean and the lowest six month average is

approximately 900 MW. While this is a significant difference the graph shows that the

major portion of the data points lie within 500 MW of the line of equality. This plot also

shows a number of events where the lowest six month average is in fact laryer. than the

overall mean which might at first seem to be an impossibility. It can and apparently does

occul foL droughts of almost any length, although it is likely morc common in droughts

of7 or 8 months duration. This can happen fol a seven month event if six of the months

have low generation values and one month has a high value. The one high month,

however, can not be the first or last month of the event.

The next relationship to consider is between the power generation levels and

drought severity. since severity increases with drought length, as discussed earlie¡, one

expects to see a relationship here that is simila¡ to the relationship of generation and

drought length. In fact, the plot of historic generation levels relative to severity looks

essentially the same as Figure 7.7 and it will not be presented for this reason. The

synthetic data, however, reveal more than the historic values and are presented in Figures

7.11 and 7.I2. These graphs display the similæ basic trends shown in Figures 7.g and

7.9. Note how rapidly the maximum genetation levels decrease in the severity range from

0-30,000* 106m3. At severity levels near zero cubic meters the maximum mean generation

is 4834MW on each graph and then drops to approximately 3l50MlV and 2B50MW for

the overall mean and lowest six month mean respectively. The minimum average values

in this severity range are approximately 1800-1900 MW for each plot. Here again the
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spread between the maximum and minimum values decreases rapidly due to the

decreasing maximum average values. The maximum average generation values still

decrease as the severity increases beyond 30,000*106m3, but at a much slower rate.

Similarly, the spread between the values changes very little for the higher severities.

Recall from Figule 7.5 that approximately 957o of the drought events have a

severity of less than 33,000*106m3 which leads to the rapid clecrease in poE values over

this range. This means that the area whele probabilities change most rapidly coincides

wift the region where the power generation levels show the greatest variability and have

the most rapid drop in maximum value. what this indicates is that even though a drought

has a high POE that does not mean the event will be of no significance. For example,

the severity with a 507o POE is 1,920* 106m3 and has an average generation range from

approximately 1800 Mw up to 4700 MW. This drought event is small considering the

volume of deficit is less that 6vo of the maximum storage volume in Manitoba Hydro's

reservoils. Yet, despite this fact, this type of drought could easily lead to a power

generation level that is likely to be lower than consumer demand. The reason such a

small event can have a low generation level is that drought events are not necessarily

independent, as was noted previously in chapter 2. If the low magnitude event occurs

just after a large drought, then there may not be enough water available in the reservoirs

to alleviate even this small a deficit. Furthermore, the month in which such a deficit

occufs can also influence the generation level since the Lake winnipeg release model

tends to conserve water in the spring and release it during the fall and winter. Identical

flow and storage conditions can have a very different power generation estimates
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depending on the season. For droughts of larger severity, and thus greater length, this

effect is smoothed out since the drought lasts through many seasonal periods.

At the higher severity levels the'e is much less spread in power generation levels,

although the maximum average values do drop approximately 450 MW in the severity

range fiom 30,000* 106m3 to 100,000x 106m3. Aside from this drop, the avel"ge power

generation values for severities larger than 30,000* i06m3 lie within a fairly naffow band.

Fol the overall average generation level this band goes fi'om apploximately 1900 MW to

2700 MW and fol the lowest six month average the band is roughly 1500 MW to 2300

MW, There is not much difference between large severity events as far as average power

generation levels are concerned. Droughts of 100,000*106m3 and 200,000*106m3 have

similar levels of power generation. So at small severity levels a small change in severity

has a large effect on the power generation range while at large severities a large change

in severity has a small effect on the power generation range. This reflects the influence

that the reservoirs have on the system. During large events the reservoirs will be depleted

and begin to operate on an inflow equals outflow basis as long as the drought persists.

once the system gets to this point the power stations rely solely on natural flow pattems.

These average flow pattems during prolonged droughts are likely to be similar even if the

events themselves have very different severity levels. If a drought with a severity of

100,000*i06m3 has the same overall mean generation level as a 200,000* 106m3 event,

then the larger event will have a similar power supply deficit but lasting over a much

longer period. This in tum means that Manitoba Hydro would have to import power from

an outside source for a longer duration and tlris would involve a much larger cost overall.
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CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this study, a large basin containing multiple sub-basins and multiple gauging

stations is investigated in order to characterize the occu ence of hydrologic droughts

within the basin. The apploach taken is to model the multi-site system and generate a

large numbel of synthetic flow series for each site. Historic and synthetic flow records

arc then investigated for drought conditions using the theory of runs. This study applies

the theory of runs to the basin as a whole rather than investigating each flow site

individually. The drought severity parameter is then used to assign exceedence

probabilities to the drought events based on the Weibull formula. Probabilities associated

with the historic events are calculated using historic and synthetic data and then

compared, placing particular emphasis on the drought of rccord. The analysis also looked

at power generation levels during the drought events.

The study area fo¡ the analysis is that portion of the Nelson River basin lying

within Manitoba. Manitoba Hydro provided flow records from 16 locations a¡rd these

fepresent all the relevant inflows to the system. These sites were modelled with the

SPIGor analysis package. sPIGor uses auto-regressive and disaggregation procedures

to model the sites and reproduces site specific statistics such as mean and variance.

SPIGOT also maintains site-to-site correlations to the highest possible degree. The

p¡ogram was used to generate 1000 sets of 80 year records for each site. The model,s

performance is verified through the application of the theory of runs by comparing the
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synthetic drought parameters to the historic values to be sure they compare favourably.

Dlought parameters are used to verify model performance since SPIGOT does not directly

model these values and they should be independent of the modelling pr.ocedure.

Comparison of the synthetic and historic parameters, plus a comparison of the exceedence

probabilities, confimed that the model performed adequately.

The drought analysis uses a basin wide application of the theory of runs rather

than the typical method of investigating sites individually. This was done first of all

because a number of the inflows do not directly impact on hydr.o-power production and

thus the occurrence of droughts at these sites is not necessarily significant on an

individual basis. In the second place, the bulk of Manitoba Hydro's generating capacity

lies along the Nelson River and these stations may not feel the effects of droughts

occun'ing at sepaÌate sites. Given these considerations, the basin is said to be in a

drought condition when the sum of monthly flows at all the sites is less than the mean

monthly inflow for the entire basin. This results in 12 different truncation levels,

although two different sets of levels were used for the historic data since some records

were longer than others. Applying the theory to the historic data accurately identified the

historic drought periods which Manitoba Hydro had noted as being critical, particularly

the most critical period of 1939 to 1941. This verified that the chosen method of analysis

pedormed properly and would be appropriate for the investigation of droughts in the

synthetic data.

Results obtained from the drought analysis clearly show the benefits of using

synthetic data for the investigation of drought conditions. While the historic data provides
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some indication of the relationships between drought parameters, it does not show the

wide range of variability in these relationships. This is a result of the fact that the

histodc record is not long enough to develop a wide range of conditions and this problem

is most prevalent when considering high severity events. The synthetic data shows that

a dlought of a given severity can occur over significantly diffelent time periods.

Conversely, a drought of given length can have ver.y differcnt severity levels. The

historic data displays this variability only for low sevelity droughts. For.droughts of

greater severity the historic values plot as individual points that essentially stand alone.

Exceedence probabilities were calculated for both the historic and synthetic records

by applying the Weibull plotting position formula to the drought severity values. The

severity parameter is deemed to be the best measure of the difference between drought

events for the purpose of this study. The probability values for the two data sets showed

a rapid decrease at low severity levels so that even droughts which are small relative to

the drought of record have a low probability of exceedence. The synthetic results were

then used to estimate probabilities associated with historic severity levels, producing two

sets of probabilities for the historic events. These two sets of values compared

favourably, providing further verification fo¡ the flow model used. For the drought of

record the historic data produces an exceedence probability of 0.0087 while the synthetic

estimate is 0.0019. The historic estimate of the retum period is 79 years and the synthetic

record produces a retum period of 381 years. Analysis of Îhe historic records for drought

exceedence probabilities, using the chosen methodology, may not provide the best

estimate of the retum period for the drought of record since the value obtained is simply
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the length of the record used. The synthetic estimate suggests that the drought of record

occurrs less often than it might otherwise seem, although a sensitivity analysis might be

performed to verify the length of the retum period.

The power genelation analysis shows that production levels are quite low for high

severity droughts. Low severity droughts, on the other hand, showed highly variable

production levels, with some values that are quite low. This fact indicates that there are

situations where the reseryoiLs are depleted which causes apparently minor events to

compromise power pl'oduction. While one can expect low generation levels during severe

events, no definite conclusions can be drawn regarding power production for low severjty

events. The level of generation obtained during small droughts is entirely dependent upon

Leservoif usage prior to the event. The rcsults also showed that maximum power

generation levels decrease rapidly at low drought severities.

The results of the drought analysis conducted can be used for future studies of the

Manitoba Hydro system. The probability values obtained from the synthetic records make

it possible to detennine more accurately the severity levels associated with droughts of

specified retum periods. If a particular severity level is of interest, then its probability

of occurrence is better defhed by the synthetic data. The synthetic data also provide the

opportunity for testing management policies under hydrologic conditions that are

significantly different from those seen in the historic record. For example, a management

policy based on the drought of record could be tested on synthetic droughts that have a

similar severity but are longer or shorter in duration. The synthetic results may allow

Manitoba Hydlo to evaluate the risks of not protecting against droughts that are more



severe than the most worst historic drought from 1939 to 1941. Reselvoir operation

policies can also be tested to see if the minimum and maximum power generation levels

can be increased fol low severity droughts. These and other possibilities arc worth

consideration in order to operate the Manitoba Hydro system as efficiently as possible.
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APPENDIX A

SELECTED SITE.TO-SITE CORRELATIONS

This appendix presents the monthly and annual site-to-site corrclations for.the 20

sites modelled using framework #4, as shown in Figure 5.4. The values are given in

tabular form and each table provides the values fol two months since the corelation

matlices are symmetric. While the site-to-site corelations for all of the historic sites are

given, there ale some values that are not provided. For example, the con elation value for

the sites BAslNsuM and NR2 is not given. since these sites are not directly connected

in the modelling process, their relationship is not considered important.
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APPENDIX B

RELEASE F'LO\ry ESTIMATION PROGRAMS

8.1 NOTIGI CONTROL

C This program ¡s designed to read in Churchill River flows, created
C in the SPIGOT 2.6 program, and then generate Notigi release llows
C based on the cr¡teria provided by Manitoba Hydro. This program
C takes into consideration the storage capacity of Southern lndian Lake
C using a simple storage use relationship. This setup is termed case O.

The three cases used were ;

Case 1 - QNt=q6-q¡Yt'"
Case 2 - QN2= (QC-QMLIC) or (QNLIC) whichever is teasr
Case 3 - Same as case 2, but low llows may be augmented using SIL

storage, while surplus flow goes into storage up to the
maximum allowed as defined below.

After test¡ng the three cases, case 3 was lound to perform the best
and was thereTor selected to generate Not¡gi releases.

PROGRAM CHRTONOT

C VARIABLE DECLARATIONS
C QC - Churchill inllow in a given month.
C QN3 - Notigi release llow based on constraints provided.
C QM - Missi release, not outpul but needed in program.
C MAXSTOR - Total storage volume on SIL between lake elevations
C 843.5' and 847.5' expressed as a llow which would usê
C up the entire storage in a period of 31 days. Storage
C is 169000 cfs-WKS (8. ckling, Manitoba Hydro, 0212199)
C which converts to 1080 cms, which underestimates lhe
C maximum storage by 0.056%.
C INSTOR - Amount actually available in storage for a given month.
C DEFSTOR - Storage delicit expressed as (MAXSTORINSTOR).
C POSSTOR - Total amount of surplus llow which is availabte to put into
C storage. Amount actually put to storage depends on DEFSTOR.
C OUTSTOR - Amount of llow taken lrom storage and released to Notigi,
C dependent on amount of llow required and INSTOR.

INTEGER SIM, SEQ, YR, Z, SKIPS, MON
REAL QN3(12), OC(12), QM, TNSTOR(I3)
REAL OMLTC(12), QNLÍC(12)
REAL MAXSTOR, DEFSTOR, POSSTOR, OUTSTOR
CHARACTER-4 EXT(I1)
CHARACTER-4 HEADER(13)
CHARACTER-3 FILBAS(9)
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C BASE NAMES FOR INPUT FILES FROM FLOW GENERATION

DATA FILBAS /'s1g','s2g','s3g','s4g','s5g',
+ 's6g','s7g','s8g','s9g' /

C EXTENSION NUMBERS FOR OUTPUT DATA FILES AND EXTENSION FOR
C INPUT DATA FILES

DATA EXT /'.001"'.002"'.003,,,.004,,,.005,,
+ '.00ô','.007','.008','.009','.010','.syn' /

C THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE THE LICENSE I\4INIMUM MONTHLY RELEASES THAT
MANITOBA
C HYDRO MUST PROVIDE TO DOWNSTREAM OF SOUTHERN INDIAN LAKE ON THE
C CHURCHILL RIVER. THESE DATAARE IN 10^6CM BASED ONTHE FOLLOWING
C LIMITS IN CFS :

c 4000,3000,2000,2000, 1000,500, 500, 500, 500,2000, 6000,5000

DATA QMLTC /303.46,205.63,151,60,146.71,75.80,36.81,
+ 38.03,38.03,36.81,151.60,440.38,379.26I

C THE FOLLOWING DATA ARE THE LICENSE MAXIMUM MONTHLY RELEASES THAT
MANITOBA
C HYDRO CAN ALLOW DOWNSTREAM OF THE NOTIGI CONTROL STRUCTURE. THESE
DAÏA
C ARE IN 10^6 CM BASED ON THE FOLLOWING CONSTRAINTS IN CFS :

c Nov-APR=34000 MAY-OCT=35000.

DATA QNLTC t2578.76,2329.21,2578.76,249558,
+ 2654.56,2568.93,2654.56,2654.56,25ô8.93,2654.56,
+ 2495.58,2578.76 I

C DATA FOR PRINTING OF HEADER ABOVE EACH NEW SERIES OF FLOWS

DATA HEADER /' Jan',' Feb',' Mar',' Apr',' May','June,,
+ 'July',' Aug',' Sep',' Oct',' Nov',, Dec,,' YR, /

C START OF MAIN PROGRAM

DO 5 SIM=1,10 !# OF SIMULATIONS
IF (SIM.LT.1O) THEN IOPEN INPUT SPIGOT FILES

OPEN(1,FlLE=7dsÍ</u3/wil/spigot/data/7/
+ FTLBAS(SIM//EXT(11))

ELSE
OPEN(1,FlLE=7dsUu3/wil/spigoVdata/s1 0g'

+ //EXT(1 1))
END IF
oPEN(2,F|LE='NOT|G|T/EXT(StM)) lopENNEWNOTtGtFtLE
sKrPS=49
oALL READLTNS(SK|PS) lsKtp TO QC tN SEQ=1
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C START OF LOOP FOR THE 1OO SEQUENCES IN EACH SIMULATION

DO 10 SEQ=1,100 !# OF GENERATED SEQUENCES
WRITE(2,2000) SEQ INAME+SEQ HEADEF
WRITE(2,2100) {HEADER(Z),2=1,13) !MONTH+YR HEADER

MAXSTOR=2892.67 IABSOLUTE MAX AVAIL STOBAGE IN 1 MONTH
INSTOR(O)=MAXSTOR IFULL STORAGE AT TIME ZERO
IF (SEQ.GT.1) THEN
SKIPS=4O ISKIP TO QC IN YR=1 OF NEXT
CALL READLINS(SKIPS) ISEQ WHEN SEQ.GT.1

END IF

DO 40 YR=1,80 !# OF GENERATED YEARS
IF (YR.GT,1) THEN
SKIPS=3g ISKIP TO QC NEXT YR WHEN
CALL READLINS(SKIPS) !YR.GT.1

END IF
CALL READDATA(QC) IREAD CHURCHILL FLOWS

DO 50 MON=1,12

C THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS SET INITIAL VALUES FOR QM, QN AND INSTOR.
C THESE WILL BE ACTUAL VALUES FOR THE RARE CASE WHEN THE INITIAL QN
C VALUE IS EQUAL TO THE QNLIC VALUE.

QM=ql¡¡¡61rOt) |M|N|MUM MtSSt
aM(MON)=aC(MON)-QM ICONDITIONAL NOTlcl C3
lNsToR(MON)=INSTOR(MON-1) !CONDITIONALSTORAGE

C THIS IF LOOP IS EXECUTED WHEN THE CALCULATED NOTIGI RELEASE IS GREATEB
C THAN THE LICENSE MAXIMUM FLOW. THE SURPLUS FLOW WILL THEN BE PUT INTO
C SIL STORAGE AND IF ANY REMAINS AFTER THAT IT IS SENT TO MISSI.

rF (oN3(MON).Gr.QNLtC(MON)) rHEN
QN3(MON)=QNLIC(MON)

tF (tNSTOR(MON-1 ).LT.MAXSTOR) THEN
DEFSTOR=MAXSTOR-INSTOR(MON.1 )
PoSSroR=QC(MoN)-(ONLlc(MoN)+aMLtc(MoN))

IF (POSSTOR.LE.DEFSTOR) THEN
INSTOR(MON)=INSTOR(MON-1 )+PoSSTOR

ELSE
INSTOR(MON)=INSTOR(MON-1 )+DEFSTOR

END IF

END IF
END IF

C THIS IF LOOP IS EXECUTED WHEN THE CALCULATED NOTIGI RELEASE IS LESS
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C THAN THE LICENSE MAXIMUM. NOTIGI RELEASE WILL BE BROUGHT TO THE MAXIMUM
C BY TAKING FLOW FROM STORAGE IF THAT MUCH IS AVAILABLE. IF THERE IS NOT
C ENOUGH IN STORAGE, THEN STORAGE WILL BE BROUGHT TO ZERO. IF STOBAGE IS
C ALREADY ZERO THEN RELEASE FROM STORAGE IS NIL. (NO BRAINER II)

rF (QN3(MON).Lr.QNLtC(MON)) rHEN

IF (QC(MON).LT,OMLIC(MON)) THEN
OUTSTOR=QMLIC(MON)-OC(MON) ISET MISSI RELEASE
rF (ouTSroR.GE.tNSTOR(t\4ON-1)) THEN

oUTSTOR=tNSTOR(MON-1 )
END IF
QM=Qç1¡¡O*,*oUTSTOR
TNSTOR(MON)=tNSTOR(MON-1 )-OUTSTOR

OUTSTOR=QNLIC(MON) ISET NOTIGI RELEASE
IF (OUTSTOR.GE. INSTOR(MON)) THEN

oUTSTOR=INSTOR(MON)
END IF
QN3(MON)=OUTSTOR
tNSroR(MON)=tNSTOR(MON)-OUTSTOR

ELSE

OUTSTOR=QNLIC(MON)-ON3(MON) !CONDITIONALSTORAGEUSE
rF (oUTSTOR.cE.tNSTOR(MON-1 )) THEN

ouTsToR=tNSTOR(MON-1 )
END IF
aN3(MON)=ON3(MON)+OUTSTOR
TNSTOR(MON)=tNSTOR(MON-1 )-OUTSTOR

END IF

END IF

50 CONTINUE

wRrTE(2,2200) (ON3(MON),MON=1,12), yR IOUTPUTRESULTS
INSTOR(0)=INSTOR(12) ISTORAGE CARRYOVER B^iV YEARS

40 CONTINUE
1O CONTINUE
5 CONTINUE
C FORMAT STATEMENTS USED IN THIS PROGRAM

2000 FORMAT ('NOTlGl SEQUENCE # : ',14)
2100 FORMAT (12A9,A4)
2200 FORMAT (12F9.2,t4)

END

C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO SKIP DOWN OVER THOSE LINES OF DATA WHICH
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c DO NOT NEED TO BE READ IN. IN EACH CASE IT IS USED TO SKIP DOWN TO
THE NEXT OC VALUE ,

suBRouTtNE READLTNS(N)

INTEGER N, X
DO 100 X=1,N

READ(1,)
1OO CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN THE QC FLOWS FROM THE SPIGO DATA FILES.

SUBROUTINE READDATA(FLOW)

INTEGER SITNUM, X
REAL ANN, FLOW(l2)
CHARACTER-17 SITNAM
READ(1,3000) STTNUM, ANN, (FLOW(X),X=1,ô)
READ(1,3100) StTNAM, (FLOW(X),X=7,12)

3000 FoRMAT (t3,3X,F12.2,6F1 0.2)
31 00 FORMAT (1 X,A1 7,6F1 0.2)

RETURN
END

8.2 LAKE \ryINNIPEG

c
C This program calculates Lake Winnipeg Total Ou lows (LWTO) based on
C Lake Winnipeg Total lnllow Available lor Outllow (LWTIAO). Some of the
C important variables are explained below.
c
C QBSUM : sum of llows trom Winnipeg R., Saskatchewan R.,
C Churchill R. and Lake Winnipeg partial lnflow Available
C for Outllow (LWPIAO)
C QC : Churchill River llow
C QTIAO : QBSUM - QC
C QTO :LWTO
C QTOMIN : minimum prêferred LWTO
C QTOMAX : maximum preferred LWTO
C MAXSTORA : license maximum storage elevation (7.l5,)
C MAXSTORB : intermediate storage elevation (714,)
C MAXSTORC : target storage elevation (713')
C NOTE : storages are given as the volume of water
C over the license minimum elevation ol 71 1'
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C DEFSTOR : volume ol storage del¡cit
C POSSTOR : possible amount of QTIAO which may be put to storage
C TOSTOR : actual amount of QTIAO put into storage (QTO=QT|AO-TOSTOR)
C OUTSTOR : amount ol water taken lrom storage (QTO=QT ¡¡g*gutatt*,
C W : weight faclor used to determine how much llow to put into
C storage or to how much should be taken from storage

C Three different llow cases occur and these are analyzed lor different
C possible states of storage.

C CASEl:QTIAO<QTOMIN
C a : if suff¡cient storage is available it is used to make eTO=eTOMlN
C b ; il INSTOÞO but insufficient to makê QTO=QTOMIN then storage
C is depleted and QTO<QTOM|N
C c : if INSTOR=O and QTIAO>O then QTO=QTIAO
C d : if QTO<o despite use of storage, then storage below Zl f is used
C to make QTO=0.5-QTOMIN which then results in a negat¡ve value
C being obtained lor INSTOR

C CASE 2 : QTOMIN < QTIAO < QTOMAX
C a : if INSTOR<0 then all excess QTIAO over QTOMIN put to storage
C b : if 0<INSTOR<MAXSTORC then a portion ol the excess goes to storage,
C the larger the deficit, the more excess is put to storage (note
C that this may not apply in some months, see SUBROUTINÉ CALCFLOW)
C c : if MAXSTORC<INSTOR<MAXSTORA then a portion ol the excess storage
C is released, the la¡,ger the excess the larger the release, ¡n this
C case QTO can not exceed QTOMAX (again this may not apply in some
C months, see SUBROUTINE CALCFLOW)

C CASE3:QTIAO>QTOMAX
C excess QTIAO is put into storage until INSTOR=MAXSTORA, when
C storage is at maximum capacity, then excess QTIAO allowed to be
C released and then QTO>QTOMAX
c

PROGRAM CALCQTO

INTEGER SIM, SEQ, YR, MON, SET
INTEGER SKIPS, I, X
REAL OBSUM(12), AC(12), OÏAO(12), Oro(12)
REAL TNSTOR(13), STORLOW(12)
REAL OTOHIGH(12), QTOLOW(12),QABSLOW(12), QABSHI(12)
CHARACTER-4 EXT(11)
CHARACTER-4 HEADER(13)
CHARACTER-3 FILBAS(9)

C BASE NAMES FOR INPUT FILES FROM FLOW GENERATION

DATA FILBAS /'s1 g','s2g','s3g','s4g','s5g',
+ 's69"'s79"'s89"'s9g' /
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C EXTENSION NUMBERS FOR OUTPUT DATA FILES AND EXTENSION FOR
C INPUT DATA FILES

DATA EXT /'.001"'.002",.003,,'.004,,,,005,,
+ '.006",.007",.008,,'.009,,,.010"'.syn' /

C DATA FOR PRINTING OF HEADER ABOVE EACH NEW SERIES OF FLOWS

DATA HEADER /' Jan',' Feb',' Mar,' Apr,' May','June',
+ 'July',' Aug',' Sep',' Oct',' Nov',' Dec',' YR' /

C STABT OF MAIN PROGRAM

OPEN(3,FILE='LWTOLOW) !LOW QTO FLOWS IN SEQUENCES
wRrTE(3,2000) (HEADER(t),t=1, 1 2)
OPEN(4,FILE='LWTOHIGH) IHIGH QTO FLOWS IN SEQUENCES
wRrTE(4,2000) (HEADER(t),t=1,12)
OPEN(5,FILE='LOWSTORAGE) ILOWEST STORAGE VALUES
wRrTE(5,2000) (HEADER(t),t=1, 1 2)

DO 60 t=1,12
QABSLOW(|)=1000000.0 ltNtTlAL ABS MAX AND MtN QrO
QABSHT(|)=-1000000.0 IVALUES OVER ALL SEHTES
SToRLOW(|)=1000000.0 IN|T|AL LOW STORAGES

60 CONTINUE

C START OF MAJOR LOOP FOR THE TEN SIMULATIONS

DO 10 SIM=1,10 I# OF SIMULATIONS
IF (SIM.LT.1O) THEN IOPEN INPUT SPIGOT FILES

OPEN( 1, Fl LE=7tmp_m nt/home/ce/u3/wit/spigovdata/,//
+ FILBAS(S|M/iEXT(11))

ELSE
OPEN(1,FlLE=7tmp_mnvhome/ce/u3/w¡t/spigoudata/s1 0g'

+ //EXT(l l))
END IF
OPEN(2,FILE='LWTO7/EXT(SIM)) IOPENNEWQTOFILE
sKtPs=49
CALL READLINS(SKIPS) ISKIP TO QC IN SEQ=1

C START OF LOOP FOR THE 1OO SEQUENCES IN EACH SIMULATION

DO 20 SEQ=1,100 I# OF SEQUENCES
wRtTE(2,2100) SEQ
wRITE(2,2200) (HEADER(t),t=1,13)
TNSTOR(12)=15168.85 INIT|AL STORAGE AT OPT|MUM
DO 70' l=1'12 IRESET HI-LOW VALUES

QTOLOW(D=1000000.0
QTOHTGH(l)=-1000000.0

70 CONTINUE
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IF (SEQ.GT.1) THEN
SKIPS=32 lsKlP TO QC lN YR=1 OF NEXT
CALL READLINS(SKIPS) ISEQ WHEN SEQ.GT.1

END IF

C START OF LOOP FOR THE 80 YEARS OF DATA IN EACH SEQUENCE

DO 30 YR=1,80 !# OF GENERATED YEARS
IF (YR.GT.1) THEN
SKIPS=31 ISKIP TO QC NEXT YR WHEN
CALL READLTNS(SK|PS) !YR.GT.1

END IF
CALL READDATA(QC) IREAD CHURCHILL FLOWS
SKIPS=6
CALL READLINS(SKIPS) ISKIP FROM QC TO QBSUM
CALL READDATA(OBSUI\4) IREAD BASIN TOTAL FLOWS
INSTOR(O)=INSTOR(12) ISTORAGE CARRYOVER

C START OF LOOP TO CALCULATE FLOWS FOR THE 12 MONTHS JUST READ IN
BASED
C ON THE EQUATIONS IN THE SUBROUTINE CALCFLOW. ALSO DETERMINE THE HIGH
C AND LOW FLOWS FOR EACH SEQUENCE AS WELL AS THE ABSOLUTE MAX AND MIN
FLOWS
C OVER ALL 1O SIMULATIONS.

DO 40 MON=1,12
QTIAO(MON)=QBSUM(MON)-aC(MON) !TOTAL INFLOW AVAILABLE

IFOR OUTFLOW
CALL CALCFLOW(QTtAO,tNSTOR,QTO,MON)
CALL STATS(QTO,QTOLOW,QTOHIGH,QABSLOW,QABSH I,

+ INSTOR,STORLOW,MON)
40 CONTINUE

wRrTE(2,2300) (OTO(X),X=1,12), yR |OUTPUT QTO RESULTS
30 CONTINUE

SET=100.(S|M-1)+SEQ ISEQ # 1 TO 1000
WRITE(3,2400) SET, (QTOLOW(X),X=1,12) IOUTPUT LOW STATS
WRITE(4,2400) SET, (QTOHIGH(X),X=1,12) IOUTPUT HIGH STATS

20 CONTINUE

1O CONTINUE

wRrTE(3,2500)(OABSLOW(X),X=1,12) TOUTPUTABSLOWSTATS
wRtTE(4,2500)(OABSH|(X),X=1,12) IOUTPUTABSHTSTATS
wRtTE(5,2500)(STORLOW(X),X=í,12) !OUTPUTLOWESTTNSTORS

C FORMAT STATEMENTS USED IN THIS PROGRAM

2000 FoRMAT (' SEO"12A8)
2100 FORMAT ('LWTO SEQUENCE # : ',t4)
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2200 FORMAT (12A9,A4)
2300 FORMAT (12F9.2,14)
2400 FORMAT (f5,12F8.1)
2500 FORMAT (5X,12F8.1)

END

C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO SKIP DOWN OVER THOSE LÍNES OF DATA WHICH
C DO NOT NEED TO BE READ IN. IN EACH CASE IT IS USED TO SKIP DOWN TO
C THE NEXT QC VALUE EXCEPT WHEN IT IS USED SKIP FBOM QC TO QBSUM WHEN
C READING IN THE DATA FOR A SINGLE YEAR.

SUBROUTINE READLINS(N)

INTEGER N, X
DO 100 X=1,N

READ(1,)
lOO CONTINUE

RETURN
END

C THIS SUBROUTINE READS IN THE QC AND QBSUM FLOWS FROM THE SPIGOT
C DATA FILES.

SUBROUTINE READDATA(FLOW)

INTEGER SITNUM, X
REAL ANN, FLOW(12)
CHARACTER-17 SITNAM
READ(1,3000) StTNUM, ANN, (FLOW(X),X=1,6)
READ(1,3100) StTNAM, (FLOW(X),X=7,r2)

3000 FoRMAT (t3,3X,Fr2.2,6F1 0.2)
3100 FORMAT (1X,A17,6F10.2)

RETURN
END

C THIS SUBROUTINE COMPARES THE CALCULATED MONTHLY QTO FLOWS WITH THE
C MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM FLOWS OBTAINED SO FAR FOR EACH SEQ AND EACH SIM.

SUBROUTINE STATS(FLOW,LOW,HIGH,ABSLOW,ABSHI,STOR,SLOW,M)

INTEGER M
REAL FLOW{12), LOW(12), HtcH(12), ABSLOW(12), ABSHT(12)
REAL STOR(13),SLOW(12)
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tF (FLOW(M).Lr.LOW(M)) LOW(M)=FLOW(M)
rF (FLOW(M).Gr.HrGH(M)) HtcH(M)=FLOW(M)
rF (FLOW(M).LT.ABSLOW(M)) ABSLOW(M)=FLOW(M)
rF (FLOW(M).Gr.ABSHf(M)) ABSHr(M)=FLOW(M)
rF (sroR(M).Lr.sLow(M)) slow(M)=sroR(M)
RETURN
END

C THIS SUBROUTINE IS USED TO CALCULATE THE LAKE WINNIPEG TOTAL OUTFLOWS
C USING VARIOUS RELATIONSHIPS WHICH WERE DEVELOPED USING THE HISTORIC
C OUTFLOW RECORD.

SUBROUTINE CALCFLOW(AQTIAO,AINSTOR,AQTO,M)

INTEGER M
REAL AQTTAO(12), ATNSTOR(13), AOTO(12)
REAL MAXSTORA, MAXSTORB, MAXSTORC
REAL DEFSTOR, POSSTOR, TOSTOR, OUTSTOR, W
REAL QTOMIN, QTOMAX, MAXREL

C SET CONSTANT VALUES IN MILLION CUBIC METERS BASED ON THE
c coRRESpoNDtNG VALUES tN CMS (VA1"3600-24.31/1110^6)

' QTOMIN=1896.04 | 7O7.9 cms MtN PREFERRED OUTFLOW
QTOMAX=11375.16 I4247,5 cms MAX PREFEBRED OUTFLoW
MAXSTORA=30337.70 ! 1132ô.7 cms etev 7i5'
MAXSTORB=22753.28 | 8495.0 cms elev 7't4'
MAXSTORC=15168.85 ! 5663.4 cms etev Z1g,

! 0 cms represents elev 71 1'

C TAKE FROM STORAGE WHEN QTIAO IS LESS THAN QTO MINIMUM. FLOW
C IS BROUGHT UP TO QTOMIN, UNLESS THE STORAGE IS ABOVE ELEV 713"
C IN WHICH CASE SOME EXTRA IS ADDED TO GET RID OF EXCESS STORAGE.
C IF QTO STILL ENDS UP BELOW ZERO, THEN STORAGE IS TAKEN BELOW THE
C 71I' ELEVATION WHICH IS NOT A PHYSICAL LOWER BOUND ANYWAY. NOTE
C THAT IN THIS CASE THE FLOW IS BROUGHT UP TO ONLY 1/2 QTOMIN IN ORDER
C TO REDUCE DEVIATIONS BELOW 711"

lF (AaTrAO(M).LE.QTOMtN) THEN
tF (AtNSTOR(M-1 ).cE.1 51 68.85) THEN

w=0.6-(0.3/1 51 68.85)-(AtNSTOR(M-1 )-1 51 68.85)
ELSE

w=0.0
END IF
OUTSTOR=W-(AINSTOR(M-1 )-1 51 68.85)+(QTOMt N-AOTtAO(M))

lF ((AQTIAO(M)+OUTSTOR).cT.QTOMAX) OUTSTOR=QTOMAX-AQTtAO(M)
rF(AtNSTOR(M-1).LT.OUTSTOR) OUTSTOR=AtNSTOR(M_r)
lF ((AaTlAO(M)+OUTSTOR).1T.0,0) OUTSTOR=0.5"QTOMtN-AQTtAO(M)
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AQTO(M)=AQTIAO(M)+OUTSTOR
AINSTOR(M)=AINSTOR(M-l )-OUTSTOR

END IF

C PUT TO STORAGE WHEN QTIAO EXCEEDS MAXIMUM OUTFLOW AMOUNT
C PUT INTO STORAGE UP TO MAXIMUM STORAGE VALUE, WHEN MAXIMUM
C EXCEEDED THE EXCESS FLOW IS DUMPED

lF (AOTTAO(M).GE.QTOMAX) THEN
DEFSTOR=MAXSTORA-AINSTOR(M-1 )
POSSTOR=AQTIAO(M)-OTOMAX
IF (POSSTOR.GT,DEFSTOR) THEN

TOSTOR=DEFSTOR
ELSE

TOSTOR=POSSTOR
END IF
AQTO(M)=AQTIAO(M)-TOSTOR
AINSTOR(M)=AINSTOR(M-1 )+rOSToR

END IF

C ADD TO STORAGE OR TAKE FROM STORAGE WHEN QTIAO IS BETWEEN
C MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM ALLOWABLE VALUES OF QTO

rF ((AOTTAO(M).GT.QTOMtN).AND.(AQTtAO(M). LT.OTOMAX)) THEN

C CALCULATE WEIGHTS FOR STORING WATER DURING 3 PERIODS OF THE YEAR,
C WHICH ARE MONTHS 1-3,4-7AND 8-12. FOR MONTHS 1-3 WATER IS PUT TO
C STORAGE ONLY IF THE WATER SURFACE IS BELOW 713,. FOR MONTHS 4-7
C WATER IS PUT TO STORAGE WHEN WATER SURFACE IS BELOW 714'WHILE
MONTHS
C 8-12 ARE PRECLUDED FROM PUTTING INTO STORAGE. IF, HOWEVER, STORAGE
HAS
C BEEN BROUGHT BELOW 71 1' (NEGATIVE STORAGE) THEN ALL FLOW IN EXCESS OF
C QTOMIN IS PUT INTO STORAGE, REGARDLESS OF THE MONTH.

rF (M.LE.3) THEN IMONTHS 1-3
DEFSTOR=MAXSTORC.AINSTOR(M.1 )
lF (DEFSTOR.GE.(7584.43)) THEN

w=1.0
ELSE

W=0.25+(0.75l7584.43)-DEFSTOR
END IF

ELSEIF (M.LE.7) THEN IMONTHS 4-7
DEFSTOR=MAXSTORB-AtNSTOR(M-1 )
rF (DEFSTOR.GE.(151 68.8s)) THEN

w=1.0
ELSE

W=0,25+(0.7511 51 68.85)'DEFSTOR
END IF

ELSE IMONTHS 8-12
DEFSTOR=O.O
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END IF
rF (ATNSTOR(M-1).1T.0.0) THEN ICHECK FOR NEGAT|VE STOR.

DEFSTOR=MAXSTORC-AtNSTOR(M-1 )
w=1.0

END IF

C IF DEFICIT STORAGE CONDITIONS EXIST DURING MONTHS 1-8 THEN
C WATER IS PUT TO STORAGE. IF SURPLUS CONDITIONS EXIST, THEN
C WATER IS RELEASED FROM STORAGE, BUT ONLY DURING MONTHS 8-12,
C THIS SCENARIO TRANSFERS LARGER SPRING AND SUMMER FLOWS TO THE
C WINTER PERIOD.

IF (DEFSTOR.GT.O) THEN
POSSTOR=W-(AOTtAO(M)-OTOMtN)
IF (POSSTOR.LE.DEFSTOR) THEN

TOSTOR=POSSTOR
ELSE

TOSTOR=DEFSTOR
END IF
AINSToR(M)=AINSTOR(M-1 )+TOSTOR
AQTO(M)=AQTtAO(M)-TOSTOR

ELSE
MAXREL=QTOMAX-AQTIAO(M)
rF (M.GE.8) THEN

w=0.6-(0.3/1 5r 68.85).(Af NSTOR(M-1 )-1 51 68.85)
ELSE

w=0.0
END IF
oUTSTOR=W-(AtNSTOR(M-1 )-1 51 68.85)
IF (OUTSTOR.LT.O) THEN

OUTSTOR=O.O
ELSEIF (OUTSTOR.GE.MAXREL) THEN

OUTSTOR=MAXREL
END IF
AQTO(M)=AOTIAO(M)+OUTSTOR
ATNSTOR(M)=AtNSTOR(M-1 )-OUTSTOR

END IF
END IF

RETURN
END
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APPENDIX C

HISTORIC DROUGHT ANALYSIS RESULTS

C.l EVENTS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER

SEVERITY AVGPWR 6MONAVG RUN
yeal mon year mon
79L2 I 1912 6
1972 9 7912 11
1913 5 1913 5
1 913 9 1913 9

non
6
3
1
1
7
7
l

Mm^3 MW MW
3478.60 2943.96 2943.96

505 .06 3200. s3 3200.53
374,07 3407 .51 3407.51

1".95 3227 .98 3227 .98
12402.99 2786. 49 2778.L8
12908.15 250s . 0s 2445 .7 9

1223 .57 3563.7-1 3563.77
r727 .87 2655.67 265s .67
1"428.01 344A.64 3448 .64
1022 .01 3495.22 3495.22
5I74.84 2538.28 253A.28
1734.46 3042.47 3042 .47
25s0.45 2622.7 4 2622 .7 4

18899 .78 267r.79 2479 .66
4643 .52 3513.75 3s13.75
7147 .O2 2569.O8 2477 ,36
1281 . B1 3469.90 3469.90
2294.64 2704.63 2704 .63
17'12.38 37 6r.84 37 61 .84
9006.22 2509.41 2389.10
772.91, 37 42. 31, 3742.31-

14474.41 2676.93 2430 .49
3839.13 2336.23 2336.23
1797 .63 2901,.92 290I .92
432.76 3672.79 36'12.79
199.26 3009.14 3009. L4

11515 . 10 2686.48 2686,48
126.94 3054.66 3054.66

3338.76 3259.r1 3259.LL
56.38 3206.70 3206.70

1,466 .57 2810. B4 2810. B4
45384.05 236I.40 203L.46
7'.7 332 .3B 2070.43 2027.99
L2922. L8 217 L7 3 21-04. 59

3L9.72 2L04.34 2104.34
2926.1,8 2605. 98 2605. 98

417 .60 2422.93 2422.93
1346.38 2506,75 2506.75
223.42 261,7 .22 261-7 ,22

1814.07 2813.27 28t3 .27
39895 .14 2680.42 2103.08

1,23923.95 1943.14 L423 .6A
3581..16 2428.58 2428 ,58
916.73 2355.07 2355,07

7092.85 3364.25 3364.25
4076 .21 2653.73 2653 .7 3
65A.63 3795,26 3795.26

L6077 .30 2855 . 85 2432,77
1,265 .66 267 ! . A6 267 ! . 86
493.25 3247 .48 3247 .48

19L4 3 1,9L4
L914 12 1915
1915 B 1915
1 916 1 1916
7917 s 7917
L9L7 7 1917
1918 3 1918
1918 7 r91B
1918 9 1918
1918 12 1920

4
1
1
3
1
2

16
L920 5 1920
L920 11 r92a

I2
4
1
1
1
6
1

1
4

20
7
7
1
4
2
2
l"
2

37
3
1
4
5
2

12
2
1

792L 7 r92a
7921 11 1922
L922 6 1922
L922 10 1923
7923 7 1923
1,923 10 1924
L924 L2 I92s
L925 5 I92s
L925 7 1925
1,925 72 1925
1926 3 1926
L92'1 12 1927
L928 5 1928
l92B 9 r92A
L928 11 1929
t929 4 1930
1931 1 193i_
19 31 11 1932
1932 10 1932
1933 2 1933
1933 9 1933
19 34 3 1934
193 s 2 1,935
1935 4 1935
1936 5 1938
1938 9 1941
1941 12 1942
L942 4 1942
L942 6 ].942
1,942 11 1943
t943 5 1943
L943 9 1,9 44
L944 L2 1945
1945 5 1945
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7
12
I

L2
6
9
2

11
7
5

10
5

10
4
2
5
7
9
2
4

3
6
I
1



545.93 3783.96 3783.96 I L945
537.9L 2582.07 2582.07 L L946

3843.90 3472.I2 3412.I2 4 1946
386.75 2961.44 296L.44 r 1946
80.45 2788.69 2788.69 2 794'1

110. 87 3058. s3 3058. s3 L 7947
55.45 277I.38 277L,38 1 1948

13789.87 2556.00 2479.47 11 1948
47.42 277LLA 27'1L18 1 1950
30.52 3L37 .77 31,37 .77 1 1950

4000.45 380s.41 3805.41 4 7952
9029.38 2640.96 2555.06 B 1952
603.24 3008.13 3008.13 2 1"953

1320 .1"0 2859. 83 2859.83 3 19s4
563.46 2883.48 2883.48 1 19s5

1191.48 2541".70 2541.70 1 1956
497 .'12 3892.59 3892.s9 1 1956

2939.20 2299.49 2299.49 1 1956
677.38 2659.48 2659.4A 7 1957
905.00 3260. 1,9 3260.79 2 1957
653.73 3965.67 3965.67 1 L957

5426.64 2676.28 2676.28 2 L957
13670.s0 2672.15 2672,Ls 5 1958

5221,.95 2863 .36 2A63 .36 3 1958
524 .49 2856 .47 2856 .47 1 1958

3443 .08 2496,9s 2496 .95 3 1959
46223.8A 2614.76 2084.02 24 1960
2326.09 3010.40 3010.40 4 1,962
L929.96 2644.58 2644.sA 1 ]'963
1769.75 3567 .16 3567 .1-6 2 1963
L532.32 2686.93 2686.93 1 1963
3095.67 2622.92 2622.92 3 1964
3999.34 4009.09 4009.09 3 L964
I374.72 35s4. 89 3554. 89 2 7966
6672.r3 3084.49 3084,49 4 1967
4462.08 2986.87 2986,87 6 1968
1503.11 3625.38 3625.3A 1 1969
L97.30 2877,48 2877 .48 1 t970
702.99 364A.11 3648.11 1 1970

1099. 81 3677 .63- 3677 .61 L I9'7 L

3734.84 3186,46 3186.46 3 7972
80.L7 2A83.32 2883.32 L 1973

L26t7 .69 3115.28 3115.28 6 1973
32026.16 25L3.28 2L57 .28 16 1976
4401.09 3997.90 3997.90 3 1978
5844.31 3553.64 3553.64 6 L979
I7B.O0 2BI7 .50 2BL7 .50 1 1980

15536.84 2804.22 2804.22 5 1980
2579.50 2175.09 2775.09 1 1980

32L88.77 2492.96 2424.68 74 1981
1205.04 3889.64 3889,64 1 1982
3554.35 351,2.29 3512.29 2 L982
1693.03 269L74 269r.74 I L982

468.O7 2725.5L 2725.51 1 1983
6276.58 3152.89 31-52.89 4 1983
878.04 2853.18 2853.18 1 1983
402.98 2763.70 2763.'tO 1 1984

L9l-32.08 2974,83 2832.89 9 1984
469.94 2775,30 27?5.30 1 1985
452.8s 3697.08 3697.08 1 1986

1614.13 3047.98 3047.98 1 1986
r50I.22 2813.1,2 28L3,72 1 1986

B

2

1"2
3

L2
3
9
3

I2
5

10
10

3
10

4
B

10
1
4
7

10
2
8

1"2
2
6

10
4
I

L1
2
6
9
7
1
6

1945 I
L946 2
7946 I
1946 1,2
1947 4
1947 L2
1948 3
1949 7
1950 3
19 s0 12
1952 B
19s3 5
1953 1r_
L954 5
1955 10
1956 4
1956 B

1956 r0
1,957 1
r9s7 5
1957 7
7957 11
1958 6
1958 10
1958 L2
1959 4
1"962 5
1963 1
1963 4
1963 9
1963 11
L964 4
L964 I
7966 10
7967 10
1968 6
1969 6
1970 1
1970 9
L97r I
1972 10
7973 2
1,97 3 9
1977 8
1978 7
L979 12
1980 3
1980 9
1980 11
1982 4
7982 6
1,982 9
L982 11
1983 4
1983 10
1983 !2
1984 3
L9B5 1
1985 3
1986 7
1986 9
1986 11

5
7
3
5

11
3

6
I

11
4
7

1"2

3
5
3
7
9

11
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95s.29 2583.66 2583.66
98110.00 2393.60 1801.11

1
4

1
5

1
36

1987
7987

L9B7
1990

C.2 EVENTS SORTED BY SEYERITY

SEVERITY RUN MAGNITUDE MEANPOWER
Mrn^ 3 mo

2.0
30.5
47.4
55. s
56 .4
80.2
80.4

103.0
110.9
126 .9
178.0
L97 .3
199.3
223.4
31,9 .7
378.1
386.8
403.0
432.B
452 .9
468.1
469 .9
493.2
497 .7
505. r-
524 .5
537 .9
545.9
s63.5
603.2
653.7
6s8.6
67r.4
772.9
877.6
878.0
905.0
9L6.7
955.3

LO22 .0
1099.I
1191 . 5
1205.0
L223 , 6
1265 .7
L281 .8
1320.1
L346 .4
L37 4 .7
1428.0
L466 .6
1501. 2
1503.1

LOWSIX EXCEED----PROBS
MW HIST SYNTH

3228.O 0.9913043 0.9990050
3137. B 0.9826087 0.9850720
277L.2 0. 9739130 0. 9768400
27 7 L.4 0.9652].74 0.9729050
3206.7 0.95652L7 0 .97 23480
2883.3 0.947826L 0.960B570
2'1BB.'t 0.9391304 0.96073s0
3648.1 0.9304348 0.9499390
3058.5 0.921'1397 0.9464270
3054.'1 0.9130435 0.9387140
28L7 .5 0.9043478 0.9156000
2877 .5 0,9956522 0.9063300
3009 . 1 0.8869565 0.9054860
2677 .2 0.8782609 0.8948920
2104.3 0.8695652 0.A547320
3407 .5 0.8608696 0.8319670
296I.4 0.A52I'ì39 0.8288000
27 63 .7 0. 8434783 0 .8225780
3672.8 0.8347826 0. 8120660
3697 .1, 0.8260869 0,8049625
2725.5 0.8173913 0.7992s70
2775.3 0.8086957 0.79861-40
3247 .5 0.8000000 0.7904750
3892.6 0.7913043 0 ,7 8897 20
3200.5 0.7826087 0.7863360
2856.5 0.7739130 0.7792390
2582.L 0.7652174 0.77470I0
3784.0 0.75652L8 0.772L330
2883.5 0.7478267 0.7666160
3008.1 0.7391304 0.7543440
3965.7 0.7304348 0.7391030
37 95 .3 0.7217397 0.7377230
2659 ,5 0. 7130435 0.7340380
37 42,3 0.7043478 O.70524L0
2422.9 0,6956522 0.6930700
2853.2 0.6869565 0.6777040
3260.2 0.6't82609 0.6709100
2355.7 0.6695652 0.6679630
2583.7 0.6608695 0.6584990
3495.2 0.652L739 0.6438010
3677.6 0.64347A3 0.6269510
2541,'1 0.6347826 0.6083780
3889.6 0.6260870 0.6054340
3563.8 0.6173913 0.60L7670
2677.9 0. 6086956 0.5940960
3469.9 0 . 6000000 0.5913310
2859 . B 0. 5913044 0.5843300
2506.B 0.5826087 0. s794580
3554 . 9 0.5739130 0.5746510
3448.6 0.5652L7 4 0,56s8510
2810.8 0.55652]-7 0.5599570
2813.1 0.5478261 0. ss43420
3625.4 0.5391304 0.5541337

2
1
3
2
2
1
4
l_

1

S /R MI4
2.0 3228 .0

30.5 3137.8
4? .4 2'17I.2
55.5 2'17 7.4
56 .4 3206.7
a0.2 2883.3
40.2 2788.7

103.0 3648.1
110 . 9 3058.5
1,26 .9 3054.7
178.0 281,7 .5
L97 .3 2877.s
199 .3 3009.1
223 .4 2617 .2
3r9.7 2104.3
378.L 3407 .s
386.8 2967.4
403.0 2763.7
432.8 3672.B
452.9 3697 .1-
468.1 27 25 .5
469 .9 277 5.3
493.2 3247 .5
497.7 3892.6
168.4 3200. s
524.5 2856.5
537.9 2582 .7
545.9 3784.O
563.5 2883.5
301.6 3008.1
653.7 3965.7
329.3 3795.3
671,.4 2659 .5
772.9 37 42 .3
408 . 8 2422,9
878.0 2853.2
452.5 3260.2
9L6.7 2355.I
955.3 2583.7

IO22.0 3495.2
1099.8 3677.6
1191.5 254L.7
1205.0 3889.6
1223 .6 3 563 . B
632,8 267L9

1281.8 3469.9
440.0 2859.8
673 .2 2506.8
687 .4 3554 . 9

1,428 .0 3448 . 6
366.6 2810.8

1501.2 28L3.L
1503.1 3625.4



1532 .3
16L4 .1"
1693.0
L727 .9
t7 34 .5
17 69 .8
L772.4
L797.6
1814 . 1
1930.0
2294 .6

2550 .4
2579.5
2926.2

3095.'1
3338.8
3443.1
347I .6
3554.4
35BL.2
3734 .B
3839.1
3843.9
3999 .3
4000.4
4016.2
440L .I
4462 .I
4643 .5
51'1 4 .8
5222 .0
5426 .6
5844.3
627 6 .6
6672.r
7 092 .9
7 L47 .0
9006.2
9029 .4

11515 . 1
L2403 .0
L26L7 .7
L2908 .2
12922 .2
13670.5
13789.9
1,447 4 .4
15536. B

16077 .3
L7 332 .4
18899.8
19L32 . r
32026 .2
32188. B

39895.1
45384.1
46223 .9
98110.0

123924.0

1s32.3 2686.9
1"61,4.I 3048.0
1693 .0 2697.1
432.0 2655.7

I7 34 .s 3042 .5
884.9 3567 .2
s90. I 3767.A

L7 9'1 . 6 2907 .9
907.0 2813.3

1930.0 2644 .6
382.4 2704.6
581.5 3010 . 4

L275.2 2622.7
2579.5 2775.L
737.5 2606.0

2939.2 2299 . s
1031.9 2622 .9
1669.4 3259.L
1L47 .7 2496.9
579.8 2944.O

L777 .2 3512.3
II93.7 2428 .6
7244.9 3186. s
959.8 2336.2
961 .0 3412.1

1333. r. 4009.1
1000 . l_ 3805.4
803.2 2653.7

1467 .0 3997 .9
743.7 2986.9

1160.9 3513. B
1724.9 2538.3
L740.7 2863 .4
271,3 .3 267 6 .3
974.0 3553,6

1569.1 3752 .9
1668.0 3084. s
L773.2 3364.2
1021.0 2569 ,1_
71,25.8 2509 .4
11,28.7 264r.0
I9L9.2 2686,5
t77L.9 2786.5
2102.9 3115 . 3
1844 .0 2505.1
1846.0 2I7L.7
27 34 .1 26!2 .1_
L253.6 2556 . 0
1206,2 267 6 .9
3107 ,4 2A04.2
1339.8 2A55 .9
2476.r 2070 .4
11,8L .2 267 r . A
2125.B 2914 . A

2001.6 253.3 ,3
2299.2 2493 .0
74'.17 .6 2680 .4
2269.2 236L.4
1,926 .0 2614 .8
2725,3 2393 .6
3349.3 1943 . L

o .5497 519
0.5383930
0.5278830
0.5235485
0.5225960
0.5180175
0.5176680
0.5146830
o .51,247'10
0.4987960
0.4599820
0 . 457 7297
0 .437 2'100
0.4349300
0.4080980
0 .4072975
0.396901_8
0 .3872260
o .37 529 45
0.373s000
0 .3691,7 64
0.3676953
0.3595170
0.3544315
0 .3542433
0.3469910
o .3469662
0.34631i.0
0 .3292595
0.3264s00
0.3195238
0.3010580
o.2993097
0.292661_5
0.2801010
o .267 9500
0.2575400
o -24't7 6A3
0.2465842
0 .2097 930
0 .2094258
0 .17 289A5
0.7620499
0.1594916
0.L562672
0.1561393
o.L476773
0.1461885
0.1395637
0 .1,295293
0.L247962
o . 11,48927
0.1040667
o .1,023928
0.0489387
0.04a4726
0.0333i_69
0.0264300
0.0255630
0.0047273
0 .0018841

2
3
1
2
1
6

2686.9 0.5304348
3048.0 0.521739r
269I.1, 0.513043s
2655.7 0.5043478
3042.5 0 .49s6522
3567 .2 0.4869565
3761. B 0.4782609
290L.9 0.4695652
2813.3 0.4608696
2644.6 0 .4521739
2704.6 0.4434783
3010.4 0.4347826
2622.7 0 .4260870
2775.1, 0.41,73913
2606 .0 0 .40869s6
2299.5 0.4000000
2622.9 0.3913043
32s9.I 0.3826087
2496.9 0.3739130
2944.0 0.3652174
3512.3 0.3565217
2428.6 0.3478267
3186.5 0.3391304
2336.2 0.3304348
341,2.7 0.327739I
4009.1 0.3130435
3805.4 0.3043478
2653.7 0.2956522
3997 .9 0.2869565
2986.9 0.2782609
3s13. B 0.2695652
2538.3 0.2608696
2863.4 0.2521739
2676.3 0 -24347A3
3553.6 0.2347A26
3152.9 0 .2260A7 0
3084.5 0.2r13913
3364.2 0.2086957
2477.4 0.2000000
2389.I 0.1913043
2555.7 0.1826087
2686.5 0.1739130
277A.2 0 . 16521,7 4
3115.3 0 .7565217
2445.8 0.r478261
2704.6 0.1391304
261,2 . L 0.130434B
2479,5 0 .721,7 39L
2430.5 0.1130435
2804.2 0.1043478
2432.B 0 .0956522
202A.0 0.0869565
2479,7 0 . 07 82609
2832.9 0.0695652
2L57 .3 0.0608696
2424.'1 0.0521739
2103.1 0.0434783
2031.5 0.0347826
2084.0 0.0260870
1801. 1 0.0173913
L423.7 0.00869s7

2
6
4
4
4
7
B
I
6
7
6
7
7

11
L2

t2
7

16

16
1-4
27
20
24
36
37


